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Abstract 

Management consultants are used massively in a wide range of business situations, including 

the very important context of mergers and acquisitions (M&A). Based on the high deal volumes 

at stake and the importance of IT integration, which accounts for between 50% and 60% of the 

expected benefits from M&A activities, management consultancies offer a variety of services in 

post-merger IT integration (PMITI). But, even though the literature on PMITI has been 

developing over the last decade, little is known about the role of consultants in that regard. This 

highly relevant research gap is addressed by this master’s thesis. In order to answer the research 

questions how management consultants contribute to successful PMITI and how their 

contributions depend on the context of the M&A activity, the study applies a two-sided case 

study design within the resource based view.  

A resource-based framework is applied to the extant literature of PMITI and management 

consultants in order to conceptualize how the consultants can affect the core aspects of PMITI. 

Based on this theoretical perspective, the first qualitative phase presents and analyzed the case 

of a global management consulting company. This step results in a conceptual model of four 

stereotypical roles of management consultants in PMITI: the content driver, the process driver, 

the teacher, and the mediator. In addition, the conceptual model proposes a set of contingency 

factors that moderate the value creation potential of consultants acting in these roles. The 

subsequent second qualitative phase begins to validate the findings by illustrating and 

contextualizing them through a multiple case study of four client organizations that employ 

management consultants in their PMITI efforts. The obtained results largely confirm the 

proposed conceptual model and slightly extend the set of contingency factors.  

Overall, this master’s thesis contributes towards building an explanatory theory of management 

consultants in PMITI. The increased scientific understanding also has important implications for 

practice as the conceptual model can be applied to assess the value creation potential of 

management consultants in specific M&A situations, effectively build and utilize consultants’ 

resources to increase M&A success, and evaluate the performance of management consultants 

in such endeavors. 
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1 Introduction 

“The key to effective acquisition integration is to integrate where it matters. Bain works 

alongside clients to make deals pay off. Historically, Bain-supported merger integrations 

have created 18% more shareholder value than the average market deal.” 

(Bain & Company, 2016) 

 “The global business world is infected by a virus that induces a permanent need for 

organizational change, which is fed by the management consultancy industry.”  

(Sorge & van Witteloostuijn, 2004, p. 1205) 

Management consultants are used massively in a wide range of business situations (Canato & 

Giangreco, 2011). In 2014, the “big three”
1
 management consultancy firms alone have 

generated revenues of around US$15.0 billion (Forbes, 2016), while the global market for 

management consulting amounted to  roughly US$234 billion in the same year (consultancy.uk, 

2016). A considerable amount of US$48 billion (20.5%) of this revenue stems from IT-related 

management consulting. The overall industry is growing on average 4.5% p.a. and the share of 

IT-related services remains constantly around 20% (consultancy.uk, 2016). 

One of the most prominent and financially important areas supported by management 

consultants are mergers and acquisitions (M&A). The activity of management consultants in 

this field can be motivated with the continually high global importance of M&A: in 2014, M&A 

deals with a total volume of US$2.5 trillion were completed (Thomson Reuters, 2014). Extant 

literature has shown that the performance outcomes of M&A activities largely depend on the 

successful post-merger integration (PMI) of the merging parties (Grant, 2010), pointing 

especially towards post-merger IT integration (PMITI) as the responsible for realizing between 

50% and 60% of the expected synergies (Sarrazin & West, 2011). Consequently, management 

consulting firms offer a variety of services in PMI and PMITI (Bain, 2016; BCG, 2016; 

McKinsey, 2016). 

Even though PMITI is such an important field for management consultants, little theoretical 

knowledge exists about their contribution to integration success (Henningsson & Øhrgaard, 

2015). Undoubtedly, the areas of PMITI and management consulting have been researched 

separately: a literature on the integration of information systems (IS) in M&A has been 

developing over the past decade (Toppenberg & Henningsson, 2014; Vieru et al., 2014) and 

another stream of research has focused on the roles of management consultants in general 

(Canato & Giangreco, 2011). There have also been efforts to combine the fields of management 

consulting and ERP system implementation (Chen et al. 2008) and research focused on general 

                                                      
1
 The term “the big three” is repeatedly used by practice publications when referring to the three 

management consultancy companies with the highest worldwide revenues (and, presumably, the biggest 

prestige), namely Bain & Company, The Boston Consulting Group (BCG), and McKinsey & Company 

(cf. The Economist, 2013; Forbes, 2015). 
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consulting within PMITI (Henningsson & Øhrgaard, 2015). What is more, Øhrgaard (2011) 

carved out the important value proposition of technically oriented consultants who are used as 

additional resources to mitigate increased resource demands during IT integration projects.  

Nevertheless, the theoretical puzzle of how specifically management consultants contribute to 

PMITI remains unsolved. The consequence of this research gap presumably is a failure to 

realize potential benefits from IT integration in M&A activities, as both clients and consultants 

lack knowledge of how to best apply management consultants under specific circumstances. 

Not only has the contribution of management consultants in PMITI not been scientifically 

investigated, but there is a scholarly debate on whether management consultants in general 

create value for their clients or not (Armbrüster & Glückler, 2007; Sorge & van Witteloostuijn, 

2004; Delany, 1995). Some even go as far as to describe management consulting as “hype-

driven and unsubstantiated advice” (Sorge & van Witteloostuijn, 2004, in Armbrüster & 

Glückler, 2007). Similar stances are also taken in non-academic publications, such as an essay 

by Hari (2010), who claims that management consultancy is a “scam”.  

Hence, in addition to filling the knowledge research gap regarding management consultants in 

PMITI, investigating this area promises to provide analytical insights on a topic that is highly 

disputed both in academic and non-academic publications. In summary, improving our 

understanding of how management consultants create value in PMITI is a highly relevant task 

for both research and practice. 

This master’s thesis aims to address the identified research gap by answering the following 

research questions: 

1. How do management consultants contribute to successful post-merger IT integration? 

2. How does the contribution of management consultants depend on the context of the 

M&A activity? 

In order to delineate the scope of these research questions, exact definitions of the concepts of 

M&A, PMITI, and management consulting are derived in the following chapter 2. An overview 

of the most important definitions is provided by Table 1. 

The research questions will be answered through a two-sided case study design within the 

resource based view (RBV). In chapter 2, the theoretical lens of the RBV will be applied to 

derive a theoretical framework of PMITI. Drawing on this proven perspective makes it possible 

to investigate in detail through which mechanisms and under which conditions value is created 

in PMITI. The resource-based framework will be used to review the extant literature on PMITI 

as well as management consultants and to conceptualize the potential value creation paths of 

management consultants in PMITI.  
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On this basis, a two-sided qualitative research design is developed in chapter 3. It includes 

assessing the case of a global management consulting firm (chapter 4) and conducting a 

multiple-case study of four client organizations using management consultants in PMITI 

(chapter 5). Both case studies are based on independent situations and data to increase the 

validity of the findings. As a result, a conceptual model of the roles of management consultants 

in PMITI is formulated and illustrated.  

Reconciling the empirical material and analysis with the empirical basis of this thesis, the model 

takes a resource-based perspective and includes the contingency factors that drive the value 

creation potential of management consultants enacting these roles. Moreover, the multiple case 

study serves as a first step in validating the proposed conceptual model. The gained insights, 

theoretical contributions, practical implications, limitations, and directions for future research 

are discussed in chapter 6. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the results, puts them into a larger 

perspective and concludes this master’s thesis. 
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Concept Definition 

Management 

consulting firm 

Management consulting firms are professional service firms with high 

knowledge intensity, low capital intensity, and a low degree of 

professionalization, that mainly focus on strategic analysis and planning 

activities in order to create value for client organizations and its own 

shareholders. 

Management 

consultant 

Management consultants are employees in management consulting firms 

working in teams embedded in the management consulting firm’s institutional 

context and engaging in direct client interaction to perform value creation 

processes. 

Mergers and 

acquisitions (M&A) 

“Mergers and acquisitions” is used as an umbrella term in this thesis to refer to 

situations in which (a) two organizations fusion in order to become one 

organization, or (b) one organizations acquires another organization or part of it 

(acquisitions), or (c) one organization sells a part of itself to another 

organizations (divestitures) 

Post-merger IT 

integration (PMITI) 

Post-merger IT integration refers to the changes in the IT organizations of the 

companies involved in an M&A activity in order to support the combined 

business and allow them to function as a whole. 

IT organization IT organization encompasses all information systems of an organization as well 

as the corresponding strategies and practices. In can be divided into 

infrastructure, applications, and processes. 

Success in PMITI Success in PMITI is defined as the achievement of beneficial outcomes in one 

or more of the following categories: (1) direct acquisition benefits, (2) long-

term effects, (3) business continuity, or (4) IT integration project success. For 

definitions of each of the categories, please refer to Table 4 in section 2.3.3. 

Context of an M&A 

activity 

The context of an M&A activity consists of the conditions under which an 

M&A activity takes place, which are fixed and cannot be changed during the 

course of the M&A activity. 

Table 1: Definitions of central concepts 
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2 Literature Review 

In order to answer the research questions of this thesis, a profound knowledge of previous 

research on PMITI and management consultants is required. After introducing the applied 

literature review methodology (section 2.1), this chapter motivates the selection of the resource 

based view (RBV) as a theoretical lens for the study and develops a resource-based framework 

(section 2.2). Subsequently, the extant research about PMITI and management consulting will 

be presented (sections 2.3 and 2.4) and synthesized as a basis for the empirical part of this 

inquiry (section 2.5). 

2.1 Literature Review Methodology 

The literature review follows the approach proposed by Webster & Watson (2002). A number of 

research papers by the thesis supervisor and his co-authors serve as a starting point for the 

literature work. This initial understanding is complemented by a systematic across-database 

search of publications, using search terms such as “post-merger IT integration”, “consultant 

value creation”, and “IT integration consulting”
2
. Based on the found literature, both backward- 

and forward-looking citation analysis are conducted (Canato & Giangreco, 2011).  

In parallel to the identification of relevant literature, the identified concepts are mapped to their 

respective sources in concept matrices for PMITI and consultant value creation (see Figure 9, 

Figure 10, and Figure 11 in Appendix A). For each of those major areas, the emerging topics are 

synthezised across different authors by applying a “concept-centric” (Webster & Watson, 2002, 

p. 16) perspective. In addition, the concepts in PMITI are clustered by applying a resource-

based coding scheme introduced in the following section 2.2 (see Table 13 in Appendix B). 

At the start of the master’s thesis process, a weekly literature workshop was conducted over the 

course of four weeks. The participants were graduate level and PhD students under the 

supervision of Associate Professor Stefan Henningsson. Over the course of the workshop, the 

participants read, coded, and discussed research articles on PMITI. The outcomes of the 

workshop have been revised, edited, and incorporated in this literature review. 

2.2 Resource Based View 

This thesis relies on the RBV as a theoretical lens to guide the analysis of both the extant 

literature and the case studies. The main idea of this perspective is that firms can “[establish] 

competitive advantage through the development and deployment of resources and capabilities” 

(Grant, 2010, p. 124). It has proven its value as a means to structure information systems 

                                                      
2
 The most frequently used databases include Business Source Complete, EBSCOHost, Science Direct, 

JSTOR, Sage Journals Online, and Springer Link. 
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research (Wade & Hulland, 2004) and is especially suitable to explain differences in firm 

performance across organizations within the same industry, making it a suitable tool to analyze 

how value in PMITI is created. 

Resources and capabilities 

Resources can be defined as “the productive assets owned by a firm” (Grant, 2010, p. 127) that 

“are available and useful in detecting and responding to market opportunities and threats” 

(Wade & Hulland, 2004, p. 109)
 3
. Assets, in turn, are defined as “anything tangible that the firm 

can use in its processes” (ibid.). They can be used as inputs or outputs to business processes. In 

general, three different types of resources can be distinguished: tangible resources, intangible 

resources, and human resources (Grant, 2010). 

Organizational capabilities, on the other hand, represent “what a firm can do” (Grant, 2010, p. 

127). They “transform inputs to outputs of greater worth” (Wade & Hulland, 2004, p. 109) and 

can include both managerial and technical skills or “processes, such as systems development or 

integration” (ibid.). Firms develop capabilities by routinizing organizational processes which 

integrate and coordinate resources. It is possible to analyze capabilities on a functional basis, 

categorizing them with regard to the principal functional areas of a firm, or from a value-chain 

point of view, thus distinguishing between primary capabilities and secondary capabilities 

(Grant, 2010). 

The distinction between resources and capabilities is important because individual resources do 

not enable a firm to gain competitive advantage; it is rather the goal-oriented application of 

resources bundles through capabilities that does so. Analytically separating both concepts thus 

makes it possible to distinguish individual assets from a company’s ability to apply their assets 

to achieve business benefits (Grant, 2010). 

Competitive advantage 

In order to allow a company to derive competitive advantage from a specific resource or 

capability, it has to fulfill certain conditions. First of all, it has to be valuable to the company 

possessing it; otherwise, it could yield a competitive disadvantage for the organization. If a 

valuable resource or capability is heterogenously distributed across competing firms, e.g. 

because it is scarce, the firm will be able to establish a competitive advantage. This competitive 

advantage can be sustained to the extent that the resource or capability is impertfectly mobile 

due to its durability, limited transferability, and limited replicability (Mata et al., 1995; Grant, 

2010)
4
. The relationship of resource characteristics to their potential for creating (sustained) 

competitive advantage is shown in Figure 1. 

                                                      
3
 Wade & Hulland (2004) count capabilities as a kind of resources. 

4
 As this thesis is concerned with the creation of value in post-merger IT integration, it will be assumed 

that the created value can be appropriated by the organization; for further details about conditions for 

appropriating the returns to competitive advantage, please refer to Grant (2010), pp. 156f. 
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Figure 1: A resource-based model of competitive advantage (Mata et al., 1995, p. 494) 

Resource-based framework 

From the presented insights about resources, capabilities, and value creation, a framework for 

this thesis can be deducted. The companies involved in M&A activities possess unique sets of 

resources and capabilities which have developed based on the company`s history. In this 

perspective, the resources and capabilities are reusable and universal, so they can be applied in 

different situations and to different tasks. When facing a specific M&A situation within the 

current company and industry context, the involved organizations will take actions to ensure 

company success. It is likely that the chosen actions and applied strategies will depend on both 

the company’s predisposition in terms of resources and capabilities and the specific context it is 

(currently) operating in – this is in line with the definition of resources and capabilities being 

“useful in detecting and responding to market opportunities and threats“ (Wade & Hulland, 

2004, p. 109). Finally, the actions taken will result in the achievement of competitive advantage 

in terms of different outcomes and the extent to which success is measured.  

Unlike the other categories in this model, the context factors will be assumed to be exogenous in 

the model. In other words, while resources & capabilities, tasks & actions, and outcomes & 

success measures can be chosen or are determined based on the involved companies’ choices 

during the M&A process, the context is fixed and cannot be changed during the M&A activitiy. 

The context factor have a moderating incluence on the relationship between an organiation’s 

actions and success, thereby defining the potential value that can be created from executing 

tasks in PMITI. A depiction of this basic framework is given by Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: A resource-based framework for the analysis of PMITI 

2.3 Post-Merger IT Integration 

In this section, a definition of PMITI is derived and the key concepts in PMITI from extant 

literature are presented.  

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) 

According to Grant (2010), mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are “key instruments of corporate 

strategy” (p. 448). The textbook applies a transactional criterion to distinguish between mergers 

and acquisition. Acquisitions are described as “one company purchasing another” (p. 449). This 

can either happen in a “friendly” manner with the support of the target company’s management 

or in the form of an “unfriendly” or “hostile takeover” (ibid.), when the acquisition is not 

approved by its target. Opposed to this, mergers are characterised as a situation “where two 

companies amalgamate to form a new company” (ibid.) based on an “agreement by the 

shareholders of the two companies” (ibid.). Furthermore, the author states that mergers take 

place “when the companies involved are of roughly similar size and strength” (ibid.) and might 

be prefarable due to political reasons in international mergers. 

As this distinction between mergers and acquisitions is of technical nature, but formal 

acquisition situations might have characteristics of merger situations and vice versa and “the 

implications for integration [are] similar” (Metha & Hirschheim, 2007, p. 145), both situations 

will be subsumed under the general term of M&A. What is more, divestitures of business units 

– so-called “carve-outs” (Leimeister et al., 2012, p. 37) – share the challenges and 

characteristics of M&A to a large extent. They can be seen as counterpart of and preparation for 

acquiring a part of another organization, thereby shaping the conditions for subequent 

integration efforts. Consequently, also business unit divestitures will be included under the 

common term of M&A (Leimeister et al., 2012). 

Post-merger integration and post-merger IT integration 

Despite the very high volume of M&A deals every year (Thomson Reuters, 2014) and “several 

decades of research into the performance effects of mergers and acquisitions” (Grant, 2010, p. 

450), a large number of acquisitions still fails to realize expected synergies and organizational 

value from the deals (Grant, 2010; King et al., 2004 in Henningsson & Yetton, 2015). Grant 

(2010) identifies “poor postacquisition management” as the source of the problem (p. 450). This 
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claim is supported by literature (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011; Metha & Hirschheim, 2007) on the 

topic of post-merger integration (PMI) or post-merger management (PMM). PMI can be defined 

as the “process of combining some or all of the previously distinct and interdependent assets, 

structures, business processes, systems, people, and cultures of the two firms into a unified 

whole” (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011, p. 704; cf. Grant, 2010; Metha & Hirschheim, 2007). The 

concept is referred to with multiple other terms in literature, including organizational integration 

(Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011) and merger integration (Mehta & Hirschheim, 2007). 

One very important aspect of post-merger integration is the interfacing and integration of 

information systems in the merging companies. Supporting this fact, Sarrazin & West (2011) 

state that “50 to 60 percent of the initiatives intended to capture synergies are strongly related to 

IT” (p.1). For the purpose of this thesis, PMITI will be defined as follows (cf. Henningsson & 

Yetton, 2015; Metha & Hirschheim, 2007): 

Post-merger IT integration refers to the changes in the IT organizations of the companies 

involved in an M&A activity in order to support the combined business and allow them to 

function as a whole. 

Hereby, the term IT organization encompasses all information systems (IS) of an organization 

as well as the corresponding strategies and practices. Accordingly, Mehta & Hirschheim (2007) 

define three domains of IS integration: infrastructure, applications, and processes. This is in line 

with the definition of IS as systems of people using technology to fulfill tasks (Heinrich et al., 

2007). 

The timely scope of PMITI entails all phases related to analyzing, planning, and implementing 

the integration (see phases in section 2.3.1). The unit of analysis can include individual, group-

level, and organizational-level actions, but for this study the focus will be on organizational 

efforts performed by either the responsible client organization or the supporting management 

consultant teams. 

As already described in the case of PMI, many other scientific and practical terms are used to 

refer to the concept of PMITI, such as IS integration in M&A (Mehta & Hirschheim, 2007), IT 

M&A integration (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2013), acquisition IS integration (Henningsson, 2015), 

post-acquisition IT integration (Yetton et al., 2013), and cross-business IT integration 

(Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011). The term post-merger IT integration is adapted because it closely 

resembles the frequently used term PMI; this shows that PMITI is part of this organization-wide 

integration effort. 

Based on this definition of PMITI, the following sections 2.3.1 - 2.3.4 apply the resource-based 

framework introduced in section 2.2 to organize the emerging concepts into the four categories 

“tasks and actions”, “resources and capabilities”, “outcomes and success measures”, and 

“context factors”.  
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This literature review focuses on the concepts relevant to a general understanding of PMITI and 

to the analysis and discussion of the role of management consultants. Alternative literature 

reviews on PMITI have been provided by Toppenberg & Henningsson (2014) and Vieru et al. 

(2014). The created concept matrix is shown in Appendix A (Figure 9 and Figure 10), the coded 

publications are listed in Appendix B (Table 13). 

2.3.1 Tasks and Actions 

The actions undertaken during PMITI can be divided into two “principal areas” (Alaranta & 

Henningsson, 2008, p. 309), namely the content and the process of PMITI. This section first 

sheds light onto the content perspective by explaining possible IT integration strategies and their 

implications. Afterwards, the process to develop and implement the strategy is described by 

introducing the phases of IS integration in M&A. 

Post-merger IT integration strategies 

In general, the IT integration approach applied in a specific M&A situation can be described as 

an IT integration strategy. Henningsson & Yetton (2015) focus on a set of four different IT 

instegration strategies: absorption, co-existence, best of breed, and renewal. The authors 

synthesize the strategies postulated by prior research into a comprehensive overview and 

provide consise definitions of the concepts (cf. Henningsson, 2015; Yetton et al., 2013; Garcia-

Canal et al., 2013; Wijnhoven et al., 2006). 

Absorption and co-existance stand for the extremes with regard to the scope of integration 

between the merging companies. While absoption includes one company replacing its IT 

systems with the existing IT systems at the other company, co-existance refers to minimal IT 

integration where both companies keep their IT systems and only interface them to the 

minimum necessary extent. In absorption, economies of scale are realized by expanding the 

existing systems to also support the other company’s business processes and cost savings are 

realized by retiring the other company’s IT systems. Conversely, co-existance leads to an 

extension of the IT portfolio in the merged organization and business benefits are achieved by 

increasing revenue over the combined top lines of both companies before the merger, thus 

realizing economies of scope. 

In the best-of-breed approach, the IT systems of both parties are compared and the most 

sophisticated solutions from either side are selected to form a complete portfolio. It involves a 

concsious comparison between both company’s IT resources and capabilities. Through selecting 

the most advanced solutions from both sides, best-of-breed aims at enhancing business 

processes, which in turn leads to improved capabilities in the merged organization. 

Lastly, the renewal strategy entails replacing both parties’ IT systems with newly developed 

solutions. It is applied when the merged organization needs to reposition itself to serve the 

combined market and the IT systems on either side can support the new business strategies and 

capabilities. This transformation is achieved by redeveloping the IT resources of the joint 
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company. For an overview of the IT integration strategies, their infrastructure transformation 

mechanisms, and the resulting business benefits, see Table 2. 

IT integration strategy IT infrastructure transformation Business benefit 

Absorption Expansion Scale 

Co-existance Extension Scope 

Best-of-breed Enhancement Capability improvement 

Renewal Redevelopment Transformation 

Table 2: IT integration strategies, transformation mechanisms, and business benefits  

(Henningsson & Eaton, 2015, 7:43; Henningsson & Yetton, 2015) 

The IT integration strategies should be interpreted as guiding principles behind IT integration 

activities. Companies following an overall absorption strategy migth decide to make limited 

exceptions and retain some superior resources and capabilities from the absorbed company, and 

co-existance does not necessarily exclude the centralization and standardization of some 

systems (partial co-existance, cf. Henningsson & Yetton, 2015). 

Business-IS strategic alignment 

According to Metha & Hirschheim (2007), the choice of the right IT integration strategy should 

maximize business-IS strategic alignment. Hereby, business-IS strategic alignment is defined as 

“the extent to which the business mission, objectives, and plans are supported by the IS mission, 

objectives, and plans” (p. 146). The authors conclude that good alignment is a desirable 

outcome for the IT integration of two organizations, but that this goal often is contradicted by 

the need to realize direct acquisition benefits (i.e., synergies) in the planned timeframe. By 

introducing the concept of temoral misalignment, Henningsson & Yetton (2015) show that the 

effects of repeated short-term decisions can add up and lead to limited flexibiliy and increased 

complexity of the organization. This dynamic view of alignment is particularly important in the 

case of serial acquirers. 

Domains and degree of post-merger IT integration 

Even though the insights of both alignment studies about the interplay between PMITI strategies 

and business-IS strategic alignment are robust and provide useful guidance, they do not address 

the detailed, mostly technical aspects of PMITI (Metha & Hirschheim, 2007).  

On a lower level, it is possible to distinguish five “distinct, but complementary domains of IT 

resources” (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011, p. 704) that need to be integrated: IT infrastructure, IT 

applications and data, IT human resource management practices, IT vendor management 

practices, and IT strategy-making practices. Similar categorizations around infrastructure, 
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applications, and processes are proposed by Mehta & Hirschheim (2007), Wijnhoven et al. 

(2006), and Leimeister et al. (2012). 

Exemplary best practices for performing IT integration within all of those domains include 

using a project management office (PMO) or integration management office (IMO), earning the 

mandate to participate in due diligence negotiations, building collaboration between both 

companies’ teams, and devoting special attention to local differences (Yetton et al., 2013; 

Leimeister et al., 2012; LeFave et al., 2008). Moreover, changing practices and policies in an 

organization involves people and requires “thoughtful human capital management” (LeFave et 

al., 2008, p. 171). By conducting human capital initiatives in order to increase employee 

motivation and retention, the negative effects of changing processes and culture can be 

mitigated (LeFave et al., 2008). 

Within each of the domains, decision makers have to define the extent to which the IT resources 

and capabilities of both companies should be integrated. This degree of integration can be 

categorized in complete or full integration, partial integration, and marginal integration 

(Henningsson & Yetton, 2015; Wijnhoven et al., 2006). Wijnhoven et al. (2006) relate the 

degree of IT integration to the ambition level in a specific M&A endeavor and advocate a linear 

relationship to the merger objectives of absorption, symbiosis (best-of-breed), and preservation 

(co-existance), respectively. Altogether, the authors point out that fit between the IT integration 

strategy in terms of merger goals (see Table 2) and the chosen integration method and degree of 

integration (this section) is an important prerequisite for realizing the desired business benefits. 

Phases of post-merger IT integration 

In addition to the static perspective on IT integration strategies and their technical implications, 

extant literature has shown the different phases of the PMITI process (Henningsson, 2015; 

Yetton et al., 2013; Alaranta & Henningsson, 2008; Mehta & Hirschheim, 2007). According to 

Henningsson (2015), the IS integration project in M&A situations can be divided into three 

phases: analysis, planning, and implementation. During IS integration analysis, the status quo at 

both organizations is assessed and the desired target state is defined
5
. In the subsequent IS 

integration planning, the implementation path to move from status quo to the target state is 

defined by planning the implementation project. Finally, in the course of IS integration 

implementation, the tasks defined in the previous phases are executed and “the mostly technical 

work” (p. 123) is done. An overview of the phases and how they map to the progress of the 

overall M&A activity is given by Figure 3. 

Although the mapping provided by Henningsson (2015) is helpful to develop an understanding 

of how the phases of PMITI relate to the overall project, it might prove to be misleading in 

some cases. In practice, the phases of the IS integration project might not be perfectly aligned 

with the overall M&A milestones, e.g. when IT is not included in the due diligence process (cf. 

                                                      
5
 Alaranta & Henningsson (2008) subsume the first two phases under the term “integration planning”.  
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Wijnhoven et al., 2006). Therefore, the phases are going to be referred to in terms of their 

content rather then their temporal alignment in the remainder of this thesis. 

 

Figure 3: Generic model of the acquisition process and related IS integration activities  

(Henningsson, 2015, p. 123) 

2.3.2 Resources and Capabilities 

This section describes the resources and capabilities required for performing the tasks and 

actions in PMITI to achieve the desired outcomes. Moreover, it clarifies how these resources 

and capabilities can be built through learning processes. 

Diagnosis and implementation capabilities 

According to Henningsson & Yetton (2015), it is mainly two kinds of capabilities that enable an 

organization to realize the acquisition-based benefits contingent on IT integration: diagnosis 

capabilities and implementation capabilities. These capabilities, in turn, make use of specific 

firm resources and are indirectly affected by complementary resources. 

Diagnosis capabilities help the organization to identify the business benefits that are expected 

from an M&A activity and to choose suitable IT integration strategies to realize them 

(Henninggson & Yetton, 2015). They are therefore closely related to the discussion of 

alignment in the previous section 2.3.1. Yetton et al. (2013) describes one diagnosis capability 

as the ability to “differentiate between […] systems that could or could not be supported by [the 

acquirer’s] pre-acquisition IT resources” (p. 29). Furthermore, Johnston & Yetton (1996) point 

out the importance of being able to analyze a situation and jointly develop a new configuration 

in best-of-breed situations. 

Implementation capabilities refer to the ability of the firm to deploy the selected IT integration 

strategies (Henningsson & Yetton, 2015). This includes the identification and mitigation of risks 

endangering the project success (Henningsson, 2015). Tanriverdi & Uysal (2011) desribce 

cross-business information technology integration (CBITI) capabilities and distinguish between 

the five domains of IS integration (cf. section 2.3.1). This insight coincides with Johnston & 

Yetton’s (1996) mention of system integration skills. 
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Diagnosis and implementation capabilities are enabled by specific resources in the organization. 

Those resources can in general be important to both kinds of capabilities and are therefore 

presented without classification regarding diagnosis or implementation.  

One important resource is a scalable IT platform. It has to be able to redeploy existing processes 

when expanding the existing IT infrastructure, applications, and processes to support additional 

business, e.g. in an acquired company. At the same time, it should be possible to add additional 

business processes by extending the platform, e.g. when taking over superior capabilities from 

an acquired company (Yetton et al., 2013).  

Another important asset enabling a company’s IT organization “to act effieciently and 

effectively” (Yetton et al., 2013, p. 29) is the reputation of the CIO and the IT organization 

within the company. This reputation is built based on past success and results in confidence as 

well as support from the business. A possible positive consequence of such a reputation is the 

involvement of IT executives in the due diligence process, thus allowing for an earlier start of 

the analysis and planning processes and improving performance outcomes (Yetton et al., 2013; 

Wijnhoven et al., 2006).  

Last, but not least, basically all insights from learning experiences, be it explicit knowledge 

gained from deliberate reflection or implicit knowledge embedded in organizational routines, 

can be viewed as valuable resources enabling diagnosis and implementation capabilities 

(Henningsson, 2015). 

An organization with strong diagnosis and implementation capabilities can be considered “ready 

to acquire” (Yetton et al., 2013). Despite the focus of this predicate on acquisitions, a ready-to-

acquire company can also be assumed to be well prepared for the comparable challenges in 

merger situations. An overview of the described resources and capabilities is given by Table 3. 

Learning processes 

The described IS integration capabilities are based on organizational knowledge in the form of 

routine-based knowledge, i.e. implicit knowledge built into a “coordinated, repetitive set of 

activities” (Miner, 1991, p. 773 in Henningsson, 2015, p. 124), and organizational expertise, i.e. 

an organization’s “conceptual framework for interpreting and acting upon experiences” 

(Henningsson, 2015, p. 124). Therefore, these capabilities are built through organizational 

learning in the form of routine refinement, superstitious learning, and expertise building.  

First, routine refinement refers to the iterative, “learning-by-doing” (ibid.) incorporation of 

experience into organizational routines through executing the same task or multiple 

homogenous tasks many times. The refined routines can then be applied to solve similar 

situations in the future. 

Second, superstitious learning entails drawing erroneous conclusions from experiences and 

therefore making incorrect assumptions in future situations. It occurs when deliberate evaluation 
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of past events does not take place. Therefore, it is associated with decreased performance in 

subsequent M&A activities.  

Third, expertise building includes consciously reflecting upon and evaluating past events to 

“build [a] conceptual framework for managing acquisitions” (p. 125). It allows organizations to 

draw on their experiences from a range of heterogenous situations to make decisions in novel, 

unprecedented situations.  

In summary, the IS integration capabilities depend upon a learning process that can both 

improve and impair the knowledge resources they are based on (Henningsson, 2015). These 

capabilities are different from the context factors presented in section 2.3.4 in two ways: First, 

they are not deemed to be exogenous to the model and fixed during a specific M&A situation, 

but can be built during the integration process. This is especially important with regard to the 

focus of this thesis, as management consultants can help their clients to create the necessary 

resources and capabilities during PMITI. Second, diagnosis and implementation capabilities are 

prerequisites to all of the tasks and actions outlined in section 2.3.1. It can be assumed that an 

organization will not be able to conduct PMITI if it possesses absolutely no suitable capabilities 

in these fields. 

 Capabilities Resources 

Diagnosis Ability to analyze the situation and 

develop a new solution  

Ability to differentiate needs 

Scalable IT platform (redeployment, 

addition) 

Reputation of the CIO and the IT 

organization within the company 

Other insights based on learning 

experience 

Implementation CBITI capabilities: IT infrastructure, IT 

applications and data, IT processes 

Table 3: Illustration of diagnosis capabilities, implementation capabilities, and resources 

2.3.3 Outcomes and Success Measures 

This section will shed light on the benefits of successful PMITI, the success of the project that 

leads to their realization, and the potential disruptions during the process. 

Outcomes of post-merger IT integration 

According to Henningsson & Yetton (2015), outcomes of PMITI can be classified as rather 

short-term direct acquisition benefits or long-term effects.  

Direct acquisition benefits arise from the successful implementation of a suitable IT integration 

strategy. As shown before in Table 2, the different IT integration strategies can lead to the 

realization of economies of scale or economies of scope, the improvement of organizational 
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capabilities, or the transformation of an organization, such that it can support the new business 

model of the combined business (Henningsson & Yetton, 2015; Chang et al., 2014). 

Long-term effects encompass effects on alignment (see types of alignment in section 2.3.1), 

governance effectiveness, and complexity as well as flexibility in the merged organization 

(Henningsson & Yetton, 2015). Also the capability improvement based on the learning 

experience of a merging company or an acquirer can be regarded a long-term benefit, because 

the resulting capability improvement only creates value in the context of future M&A activities 

(Henningsson, 2015). The outcome of such a learning process (and building the necessary 

resources and capabilities for future M&A activities) can be described as becoming “ready to 

acquire” (Yetton et al., 2013). 

It is worth noticing that a focus on short-term benefits might lead companies to establish ad-hoc 

solutions, thereby “compromising the long-term viability of the IT platform” (Henningsson & 

Yetton, 2015, p. 2) and sacrificing long-term benefits (Henningsson & Yetton, 2015; Mehta & 

Hirschheim, 2007; Wijnhoven et al., 2006). 

Both types of results can include IT-based business benefits and organizational benefits (Yetton 

et al., 2013). Although it is also a feasible approach to differentiate between benefits of PMITI 

that are directly or indirectly related to the resulting IT infrastructure, IT applications, and IT 

processes, it is not always possible to separate both categories. Therefore, this study classifies 

benefits from PMITI into short-term acquisition benefits and long-term effects. 

Project success and business continuity 

Focusing on the process of PMITI, one can take into account immediate success measures of the 

IT integration project. This thesis will distinguish between potential business disruptions caused 

during the integration process (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011) and the success of the IT integration 

project in terms of cost, schedule, and scope (cf. Garcia-Canal et al., 2013; Alaranta & 

Henningsson, 2008; Wijnhoven et al., 2006).  

First, the potential disruption of operations due to errors in planning or execution of the IT 

integration is recognized as a success measure by a number of scholars (Chang et al., 2014; 

Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011). The absence of business disruptions can also be referred to as 

business continuity. 

Second, the project success from a project-management point of view is addressed as a 

performance outcome in the extant literature. Alaranta & Henningsson (2008) include the notion 

in their concept of “effectiveness of planning”, identifying it as “a matter of resources and time 

spent and how well the IS integration matches the business requirements” (p. 318). 

Furthermore, the speed of the integration in different contexts is discussed by Garcia-Canal et 

al. (2013). 
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An overview of the identified categories for outcomes and success measures of PMITI is given 

by Table 4. 

Category Description 

Outcomes of PMITI 

Direct acquisition 

benefits 

Realization of synergies in terms of economies of scale or scope, capability 

improvement, business transformation 

Long-term effects Consequences for functional, structural, and temporal alignment, effects on IT 

governance effectiveness, changed IT complexity / flexibility, learning 

experience / readiness to acquire 

Business continuity and project success of PMITI  

Business continuity Absence of disruptions of operations due to errors in planning or execution of 

the IT integration 

IT integration project 

success 

Adherence (or over-fulfillment) of planned project cost restraints, schedule, 

and scope 

Table 4: Categories of outcomes and success measures of PMITI 

2.3.4 Context Factors 

The extant literature describes a plethora of context factors influencing the process and 

outcomes of PMITI. As explained in section 2.2, the contingencies of PMITI are assumed to be 

fixed in a specific M&A situation. For this review, the emerging factors from past studies have 

been clustered into three broad areas: external influence, similarities, differences and the 

relationship between the involved organizations, and individual characteristics of the involved 

organizations. The context factors are described in Table 5. 

Due to the restricted scope of this master’s thesis, the detailed derivation of these factors from 

literature is not shown here. For further explanations, please refer to Appendix H. 
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Context Factor Influence 

External influence 

Environmental 

turbulence 

Requires flexibility in IT integration planning 

Time pressure Emphasizes focus on acquisition benefits as opposed to long-term effects 

Similarities, differences, and the relationship between the involved organizations 

Size difference Low size different leads to high synergy potentials, but also high demands 

with respect to PMITI 

Cultural differences Increase implementation risk and required time 

Power differences Unequal power distribution limits the scope of potential solutions by 

preventing discourse and imposing pre-defined solutions 

Fit of IT organizations Good organizational fit between IT R&C facilitates integration and value 

creation, while large disparities can lead to indiscriminate absorption and 

potential business disruption  

Industry relatedness Decreases cultural differences and improves fit between organizations, and 

ease of integration, thereby diminishing the additional value creation of 

superior CBITI capabilities 

Relationship between 

organizations 

Drives the willingness to cooperate in the involved organizations, rivalry 

can increase attrition and decrease efficiency 

Individual characteristics of the involved organizations 

Industry context Characteristics such as industry cost focus / operating margins or specific 

restrictions influence the potential degree of PMITI and the freedom to 

implement innovative solutions 

Company size and 

complexity 

Increased coordination and time requirements, potential overconfidence of 

management 

Applicable M&A 

experience 

Organizations with experience in similar situations or broad, heterogeneous 

experience are likely to perform better in new, unprecedented situations 

Frequency of M&A 

activities 

Higher frequency increases emphasis on learning and alignment as opposed 

to project success, business continuity, and direct acquisition benefits 

Table 5: Context factors in PMITI 
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2.4 Management Consulting 

A limited, but diverse literature exists about the field of management consulting (Canato & 

Giangreco, 2011). Nevertheless, concise definitions of the object of interest are rare throughout 

the published articles around management consulting (e.g., Canato & Giangreco, 2011; Anand 

et al., 2007; Creplet et al., 2001; Lahti & Beyerlein, 2000), strategy consulting (Van den Bosch 

et al., 2005; Delany, 1995), consulting (Ambos & Schlegelmilch, 2009), temporal agency 

workers (Henningsson & Øhrgaard, 2015; Øhrgaard, 2011), and professional service firms 

(PSFs; Løwendahl et al., 2001). Instead, authors frequently explain characteristics and typical 

roles of management consultants (Ambos & Schlegelmilch, 2009; Anand et al., 2007; Canback, 

1998; Delany, 1995), e.g. the roles of strategy consultants depicted by Table 7 in section 2.4.2. 

This lack of well-defined terminology will be addressed by providing a definition of the terms 

“management consulting” and “management consultant”. For such a definition to be both valid 

and practical, it should be based on the characteristics of management consulting firms and the 

functions they fulfill (Von Nordenflycht, 2010; Glückler & Armbrüster, 2003; Løwendahl et al., 

2001; Canback, 1999; Canback, 1998) and it should include enough detail to distinguish them 

from other, more technically oriented types of consultants (cf. Henningsson & Øhrgaard, 2015; 

Øhrgaard, 2011).  

In addition to deriving this definition, this section presents important aspects of how consultants 

create value for their clients (section 2.4.2) and which resources and capabilities they draw upon 

to do so (section 2.4.1). It also includes a critical discussion of consultant value creation (section 

2.4.3). 

Consulting companies as professional service firms 

As a first step, consulting companies are considered to be professional service firms (PSFs) in 

literature
6
 (Von Nordenflycht, 2010; Løwendahl et al., 2001). Løwendahl et al. (2001) name 

three critical factors for understanding PSFs: domain choice, resource base, and value creation 

processes (VCPs). The domain choice refers to a PSF strategically choosing “what to deliver, to 

whom, where, and how” (p. 914) and is closely related to their “key strategic resource” (ibid.), 

its knowledge base. Because knowledge resources heavily rely on the information gathered in 

daily work and the domain choice also influences the human resources a firm can access, 

establishing the right project and client portfolios is crucial for PSFs.  

Drawing on the RBV, the authors furthermore argue that knowledge resources both serve as a 

“potential source of sustained competitive advantage” (p. 915) and as the “potential source of 

innovation and value creation” (ibid.). Hence, the value creation by PSFs is twofold: on one 

hand, PSFs can create value for their clients by performing services; on the other hand, they can 

                                                      
6
 The classification of consulting as a professional service is based on the broad definition of PSFs 

applied by Von Nordenflycht (2010).  
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provide value to their own shareholders based on knowledge development and learning 

processes.  

The importance of knowledge and other intangible resources, such as reputation or corporate 

culture, distinguishes PSFs from other organizations which more heavily rely on tangible 

resources, such as buildings or production machinery, and therefore characterizes PSFs as 

companies with low capital intensity (Von Nordenflycht, 2001; Løwendahl et al., 2001). Further 

characteristics of PSFs include a high degree of professionality in assessing or diagnosing 

situations, professional norms of conduct, high degree of client interaction and potential 

customization of the solution, and highly educated and qualified employees (Løwendahl et al., 

2001). 

In accordance with these insights, Von Nordenflycht (2010) defines three characteristics of 

PSFs: knowledge intensity, low capital intensity, and professional workforce. Nevertheless, the 

author acknowledges that a purely dichotomous definition based on these criteria would have 

low face validity because it would exclude fields that are typically mentioned as examples of 

PSFs, but which do not fulfill all criteria. Hence, he develops “a taxonomy and theory of 

knowledge-intensive firms” (p. 166) and highlights how different types of PSFs respond to 

organizational challenges arising from their specific characteristics. 

Consulting firms (“neo-PSFs”, ibid.) are characterized by high knowledge intensity, low capital 

intensity, and a low degree of professionalization. The last property distinguishes them from 

“classic PSFs” (ibid.), such as accounting or law firms, whose employees usually are certified 

by professional organizations (Løwendahl et al., 2001)
7
. As a result of these qualities, 

consulting organizations face several challenges, including the problems of cat herding and 

opaque quality. Cat herding refers to difficulties in retaining and directing the highly skilled 

workforce of knowledge-intensive firms due to employee’s bargaining power and preferences 

for autonomy. The challenge of opaque quality is based on the “asymmetry of expertise” (Von 

Nordenflycht, 2010, p. 161) in consultant-client relationships, which makes it difficult for non-

experts to evaluate the results of expert work.   Resolving these challenges is crucial for the 

organizations’ ability to generate, retain, and apply knowledge resources. Thus, consulting firms 

adopt measures such as alternative compensation schemes and a high degree of informality and 

autonomy to tackle the cat herding problem. Moreover, the opaque quality issue requires strong 

firm reputation and the establishment of trust, e.g. through bonding mechanisms (i.e., 

guarantees) and the adoption of ethical codes. 

Especially the singular importance of firm reputation and client relationships is a factor that 

distinguishes consulting firms from more professionalized organizations. This is due to the fact 

that the consultants’ knowledge base is less controlled and regulated than the respective 

                                                      
7
 The used definition of professionality focuses on the formal education and certification of employees 

(Von Nordenflycht, 2010). A low degree of professionality in this sense does not imply a lack of 

professionality in a company’s practices and culture. 
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knowledge base of highly professionalized firms. While certified lawyers and accountants have 

a “monopoly on the use of their knowledge” (Von Nordenflycht, 2010, p. 163), thereby 

“excluding nonprofessionals” (ibid.), but also to a certain degree “mitigating competition among 

professionals” (ibid.), consultants derive their legitimation solely from their expertise and 

reputation. 

Management consulting vs. technical consulting 

Within the consulting industry, a variety of different terms is used to distinguish between 

service offerings. A practical definition states that management consultants “focus on all sorts 

of organisational concerns from strategy to a variety of elements within management” 

(consultancy.uk, 2016) and states that it “is a collective term used for all services that fall under 

Strategy Consulting, Operations Consulting and HR Consulting” (ibid.), thereby excluding what 

they call “IT Consultants” from the definition. In other words, service providers who focus on 

the “development and application of [IT]“ (ibid.) in implementation and integration projects are 

not considered to be management consultants. 

Also scientific literature supports this distinction between management consultants and IT 

consultants. In particular, Bradshaw et al. (2015) define IT consultants as “any individual or 

organisation contracted to assist [another organization] with the implementation of IT” (p. 

S198) and Lech (2013) defines functional consultants as the ones “who perform the 

implementation” (p. 84). Furthermore, Canback (1998) states that management consultants 

“provide advice within a strategic, organizational, or operational context” (p. 3), thereby 

supporting the notion that management consultants focus on high-level tasks in the areas 

mentioned by consultancy.uk (2016).  

Nevertheless, most publications do not preclude the possibility of management consultants 

being involved in more technical tasks. Chen et al. (2014) distinguishes between ERP 

consultants “acting primarily as technical advisors” (p. 160) and management consultants that 

take on technical tasks, but also “provide the advice strategic consultants or process consultants 

do” (ibid.). Another definition allowing overlaps is given by Greiner & Metzger (1983), who 

states that management consultants “assist […] the client organization to identify management 

problems, analyze such problems, recommend solutions to these problems, and help, when 

requested, in the implementation of solutions” (Greiner and Metzger, 1983, in Canback, 1998, 

p. 3). 

The above examples show that the distinction between management consultants and technical 

consultants is not exclusive; it is possible for management consultants to perform 

implementation tasks and for technical consultants to be involved in more strategic 

considerations. Consulting firms frequently offer a range of services including business analysis 

and planning, systems integration, and outsourcing and desktop services (Basil et al., 1997). 

Differentiating between types of consultants there has to focus on the main role or purpose a 

consultancy fulfills within a specific context. 
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Adding to this picture of management consulting, one more important characteristic can be 

stated. Management consultants do usually not work alone or embedded in the hierarchies of the 

client organization, but in teams that are “institutionally organized in firms” (Canback, 1998, p. 

3). This quality emphasizes the importance of back-office functions for knowledge creation and 

management as well as the influence of consultancy corporate culture in their engagements (cf. 

Løwendahl et al., 2001). What is more, it is not compatible with viewing management 

consultants as mere resources that can be added to a client organization’s existing resources and 

capabilities in order to mitigate resource bumps in extraordinary situations
8
 (cf. Øhrgaard, 

2011). This point of view is valid to gain an understanding of how technical consultants and 

outsourcing service providers are used by contracting companies, but it limits the perspective 

when talking about management consultants and their impact. Management consultant teams 

need to heavily draw upon their own organization’s resources and capabilities in order to create 

value, and their work requires a certain degree of independence from the client company to be 

able to “formulate critical decisions” (Chen et al., 2014, p. 170). 

To put it all in a nutshell, the terms “management consulting firm” and “management 

consultant” are defined as follows: 

Management consulting firms are professional service firms with high knowledge intensity, 

low capital intensity, and a low degree of professionalization, that mainly focus on strategic 

analysis and planning activities in order to create value for client organizations and its own 

shareholders. 

Management consultants are employees in management consulting firms working in teams 

embedded in the management consulting firm’s institutional context and engaging in direct 

client interaction to perform value creation processes. 

Management consultants in post-merger IT integration 

To my knowledge, there has been no effort in extant literature to conceptualize the way 

management consultants create value in PMITI. There are few articles in adjacent fields, either 

focusing on the general role of consultants in PMITI (Henningsson & Øhrgaard, 2015 and 

Øhrgaard, 2011) or the role of management consultants in comparable contexts, such as ERP 

systems implementations (Chen et al., 2014). As the insights from combining this work would 

not be sufficient to get a comprehensive overview of how management consultants create value, 

this literature review also incorporates more general studies on management consultants. The 

concept matrix created during the review is shown in Figure 11 in Appendix A.  

Based on the developed definition of management consulting, the remainder of this section 

outlines the aspects of management consultant value creation. First, the management of the 

                                                      
8
 Exaggerating the perspective of consultants as flexible resources, this could also be referred to as 

“body leasing” instead of reaping the benefits from using management consultants’ brains (cf. roles of 

consultants in Henningsson & Øhrgaard, 2015 and Øhrgaard, 2011). 
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central knowledge resources and other resources and capabilities is explained (section 2.4.1), 

then the value creation mechanisms enabled them are discussed (section 2.4.2). Finally, the 

critique of management consulting due to the duality of their value creation goals and their 

opaque quality is discussed (section 2.4.3). 

2.4.1 Knowledge and Other Resources & Capabilities 

The central resource in management consulting is knowledge (Anand, 2007). In order to 

understand what enables management consultants to create value, this section will explain the 

general concept of knowledge, outline the knowledge management (KM) procedures of 

consulting firms, and describe additional valuable resources and capabilities. 

Types of knowledge
9
 

In their study, Lahti & Beyerlein (2001) explain that knowledge is created by “combining 

related pieces of information over a period of time” (p. 66), while information is “relevant data 

organized into a single message” (ibid.). In other words, knowledge refers to contextualized 

information whose value and possible applications have been understood. This 

conceptualization of knowledge and information will also be applied in this thesis. 

There are different ways to distinguish between types on knowledge. One can differentiate 

between personal knowledge residing within individuals and which reflects a person’s 

“intellectual capital” (p. 65) and collective knowledge embedded in the routines and documents 

of an organization. Furthermore, knowledge can be tacit (implicit) or explicit, depending on 

whether it can be codified or not (Nonaka et al., 2000). Also, knowledge can be regarded 

specific to a given context, such as expert knowledge based on research and experiences within 

one specific field, or of more general nature, e.g. when it is based on the diverse experience of a 

management consultant across various companies (Canato & Giangreco, 2011). 

Knowledge management (KM) 

Management consulting firms build, retain, and leverage knowledge resources through KM 

(Lahti & Beyerlein, 2001). The KM capability can be subdivided in four interrelated 

components: knowledge generation, knowledge representation and accessibility, and knowledge 

transfer. 

First, knowledge generation refers to the ability of a firm to deduct knowledge from different 

kinds of information, including “creating new ideas or concepts, […] identifying external 

knowledge and […] trends, and integrating distinct concepts and practices” (p. 67). This can 

take place in the form of individual learning, but also as organizational learning resulting in 

knowledge embedded in organizational routines, leading to increased flexibility and 

                                                      
9
 Due to the limited scope of this master’s thesis, only the most basic aspects of knowledge are introduced 

as a basis to discuss the role of knowledge in consultant value creation. 
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adaptiveness of the organization. A particularly important role in this process is played by the 

human resources – “[a] firm cannot create knowledge without people” (ibid.), so the usually 

high intellectual capital of management consultants is an important resource (Lahti & Beyerlein, 

2001). 

Second, knowledge representation and accessibility entails making knowledge explicit and 

understandable so it can be used by all employees to the firm’s advantage. It can be facilitated 

through the use of resources such as training modules, expert software, and searchable databases 

or by having a network of people in place that can be leveraged “to refer individuals to those 

who possess the needed expertise” (p. 68).  

Third, knowledge transfer involves the actual act of “conveying and diffusing knowledge within 

a firm or among different firms” (ibid.). A management consulting firm can achieve this 

through means including personal contacts, training, and collaboration of individuals. In the 

case of explicit knowledge, written publications are an option too; but as much of the 

experience-based knowledge of consultants can be assumed to be incorporated in the form 

implicit individual knowledge or organizational routines, the aforementioned capabilities to 

transfer knowledge across people are of particular importance (Ambos & Schlegelmilch, 2009; 

Lahti & Beyerlein, 2001). 

Other resources and capabilities 

Adding to the knowledge resources mentioned before, there are additional resources that enable 

the KM capabilities of management consulting companies. In particular, a long-term client 

relationship and client trust in the consultants facilitates management consulting work (Chen et 

al., 2003; Glückler & Armbrüster, 2003; Canback, 1998). This is closely related to the perceived 

trustworthiness of the management consultants in terms of their objectivity and neutrality 

(Canato & Giangreco, 2011; Chen et al., 2008) as well as the reputation of the firm (Glückler & 

Armbrüster, 2003). Finally, the corporate culture within a consultancy and its hierarchical 

structure allow it to address the cat herding problematic addressed earlier (Von Nordenflycht, 

2010) and enable value creation through KM capabilities (Ambos & Schlegelmilch, 2009; Chen 

et al., 2008). An overview of the resources and capabilities introduced in this section is given by 

Table 6. 

Type Resources and capabilities 

KM capabilities Knowledge generation, representation, accessibility, and transfer 

Knowledge resources Training software, searchable databases, publications; high-quality human 

resources, employee network 

Other resources Client relationship and trust, objectivity, neutrality, reputation, corporate 

culture and hierarchy 

Table 6: Resources and capabilities in management consulting firms 
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2.4.2 Value Creation Mechanisms 

In extant literature, the way management consultants create value for their clients
10

 is typically 

addressed through the identification of roles of management consultants as well as by breaking 

down their efforts into different tasks. This section gives an overview over the most commonly 

used classification approaches as a basis for analyzing the mechanisms though which 

consultants create value in PMITI 

Roles of management consultants 

A number of publications (Canato & Giangreco, 2011; Canback, 1998; Delany, 1995; Schein, 

1988; Nees & Greiner, 1986) distinguish between the different roles management consultants 

can follow in their work. The categories discussed in those articles represent variations of the 

roles defined by Nees & Greiner (1986) from different perspectives and with different levels of 

detail; notably, Canato & Giangreco (2011) take a knowledge-based perspective on the roles of 

consultants and define them as information sources, standard setters, knowledge brokers, and 

knowledge integrators. Especially the role of the standard setter is remarkable, as it implies 

consultants setting or reinforcing trends and driving isomorphic processes in certain industries. 

On the other hand, Schein (1988) only distinguishes three models of consultation, namely 

purchase of expertise, doctor-patient relationships, and process consultation. For an overview of 

the roles defined by Nees & Greiner (1986) and their mapping to the other discussed roles, 

please refer to Table 7. 

Hierarchy of management consultant tasks 

In addition to the general roles encompassing specific sets of tasks, a general hierarchy of 

management consulting tasks has been proposed by Turner (1982). A graphical depiction of that 

hierarchy is given by Figure 4. 

This list of tasks points to three important insights: First, management consultants work in close 

collaboration with their clients when diagnosing, recommending, and assisting them (tasks 3-5). 

This co-creation of value and joint problem solving is also describes as an important 

characteristic of knowledge-intensive business services (Aarikka-Stenroos & Jaakkola, 2012). 

Second, management consultants can also add value by building consensus and commitment 

among client employees; especially with respect to the potential differences between merging 

firms and the potentially resulting resistance to change, this mechanism might be important in 

PMITI (see section 2.3.4). Third, consultants can facilitate client learning by acting as 

“information bridges” (Henningsson & Øhrgaard, 2015, p. 5). As explained in the previous 

section 2.4.1, this knowledge transfer is enabled by close collaboration and personal contact 

with client employees.  

                                                      
10

 Section 2.4.2 focuses only on value creation for the client; how management consultants create value 

for their own shareholders is within the scope of this thesis. This duality of goals is addressed critically in 

section 2.4.3. 
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Role Description Related roles 

Mental 

adventurer 

Analyze complex problems by applying rigorous methods 

and experience 

Doctor-patient model, 

knowledge integrator 

Strategic 

navigator 

Develop quantitative understanding of market and 

competitive dynamics and recommend general market 

strategy 

Purchase of expertise, 

information source / 

standard setter 

Management 

physician 

Derive realistically achievable goals based on a deep 

understanding of the client organization’s internal 

dynamics 

Doctor-patient model, 

knowledge integrator 

System 

architect 

Redesign processes, routines, and systems in close 

cooperation with the client 

Doctor-patient model, 

knowledge broker 

Friendly  

co-pilot 

Counsel top-management as facilitator rather than expert 

without an ambition to provide new knowledge to the 

client 

Process consultation, 

knowledge broker 

Table 7: Roles of strategy consultants (Nees & Greiner, 1986, in Canback, 1998, p. 6) 

 

Figure 4: Hierarchy of management consulting tasks (Turner, 1982, in Delany, 1995, p. 100) 

Roles of consultants in specific contexts 

In addition to the general insights about management consultants, one study has identified roles 

of consultants in general in the context of PMITI (Henningsson & Øhrgaard, 2015; Øhrgaard, 

2011). The authors distinguish between consultants involved in planning and implementation as 

well as between complementary and supplementary roles of consultants. As the extant literature 

about management consulting shows, they can act both as complements to client efforts and as 

supplements for missing capabilities on the client side, but their main focus is on planning and 
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analysis. Therefore, two of the identified roles become particularly interesting in this context: 

brains and experts. While brains act as a supplement for lacking abilities of the client to develop 

integration strategies or provide a high-level synergy assessment, which potentially results in 

improved direct acquisition benefits, experts extend the throughput of planning activities, 

thereby improving the project success. 

Finally, Chen et al. (2008) compare management consultants to technical consultants in the 

context of an ERP implementation. Their findings show that an important characteristic of 

management consultants in complex technical contexts is their ability to enact different roles 

simultaneously, based on their expertise, objectivity, and client relationship. 

2.4.3 Critique of Management Consulting 

When talking about management consultants, sometimes the more or less explicit assumption is 

made that consulting is objective and independent (Chen et al., 2008; Greiner & Metzger, 1983, 

in Canback, 1998, p. 3). But, based on the definition of management consulting applied in this 

thesis, there are at least to characteristics of management consulting firms that allow for 

questioning this assumption: the duality of value creation goals, meaning that consultants create 

value both for their clients and for their own shareholders, and the opaque quality of their 

services that makes it hard to evaluate their performance. Much of the critique expressed in 

extant literature and practical discussions can be traced back to these specific traits of 

management consultant firms. 

One very critical article was published by Sorge & van Witteloostuijn (2004). The authors state 

that management consulting consists of hype-driven and unsubstantiated advice and emphasize 

“the danger of management consultancy practices” (p. 1206). Furthermore, they argue that 

consultants induce demand for unnecessary change and that “the involvement of consultants is 

self-sustaining once it has set in” (p. 1207). This argument is also supported by non-scientific 

publications on the topic, claiming that consultants “find […] problems to fit their own 

solution” (Ramsbottom, 1981, in Canback, 1998, p. 3). Such critical statements are answered by 

publications pointing out the empirical foundations of management consulting advice and 

possibilities to assess the performance of consultancies (Armbrüster & Glückler, 2007). 

Furthermore, research has shown that management consulting companies resort to specific 

measures to deal with the discussed problems, including their reliance on reputation and strong 

client relationships as well as codes of conduct to assure a focus on client value creation (Von 

Nordenflycht, 2010; Canato & Giangreco, 2011; Chen et al., 2008). 

Nevertheless, the problematic should be taken into account when critically investigating how 

management consultants create value. Conflicts of interest can arise from a dependence of the 

management consulting firm selling its own products or specific vendors (Basil, 1997, in 

Bradshaw et al., 2015). Also, acting in the client’s interest might involve not re-selling 

profitable products that do not fit in a specific context, thereby counteracting consultants’ 

standard-setter role (Canato & Giangreco, 2011). It can be assumed that the measures adopted to 
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mitigate the risk for opportunistic behavior due to the duality of interests and opaque quality in 

consulting can never be perfect and that a chance, however small or large, remains that 

management consultants may behave opportunistically. 

Within the boundaries of this study, the potential conflicts of interest faced by management 

consultants and their clients are acknowledged and addressed by explicitly delineating the scope 

of further discussion and selecting appropriate methods to mitigate potential biases. Therefore, 

the subsequent discussion of management consultant value creation only refers to VCPs 

benefiting the client organization in a specific situation. Questions about whether the demand 

for consultancy services is (partially) induced by the consulting industry or what benefits the 

consultants themselves have from engaging in particular projects, valid as they are, are not part 

of this investigation. The methodological choices to address potential distortions in data about 

management consultant activities and critically reflect the outcomes of analysis are discussed in 

chapter 3. 

2.5 Synthesis 

Section 2.3 showed how resources and capabilities relevant to PMITI, introduced different IT 

integration strategies, and depicted the relevant outcomes and success measures as well as 

important aspects of the context influencing these relationships. Afterwards, section 2.4 

provided a definition of management consulting and focused on how management consultants 

use their resource and capabilities to create value for their clients. What is missing is a clear 

conceptualization of how those two parts function together, namely a model of how 

management consultants – in principle – can influence the success of PMITI. 

As depicted in Figure 5, four general paths of value creation can be identified within the applied 

resource-based framework. First, path (1) represents the management consultants directly 

influencing the outcomes through their actions; this path could include the consultants taking 

over parts of the process or specific tasks and providing the client organization with the results 

of their autonomous work. Second, path (2) encompasses an influence of management 

consultants on how the client employees work on their tasks; a potential way to do this would be 

by co-creating value in mixed teams or facilitating the work process in the client organization. 

Third, path (3) refers to situations where the management consultants improve client resource 

and capabilities. This can be achieved through mechanisms such as training and coaching or by 

advocating the introduction of a scalable IT platform. Fourth, path (4) entails the management 

consultants granting their clients access to a specific subset of their own resources and 

capabilities, e.g. by providing information in the form of selected knowledge documents or by 

allowing them to utilize their professional network. 

This list of value creation paths is exhaustive for two reasons. On one hand, the context factors 

are considered to be exogenous in this model and cannot be influenced by consultant actions, so 

the consultants cannot influence them. On the other hand, using the consultants’ resources and 
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capabilities is only possible by requesting access through the involved consultant team; the 

applied definition of management consultants does not include the provisioning of raw 

resources and capabilities without own agency. This means that no direct influence of the 

consultants’ R&C to the client side is possible. Furthermore, the paths are not considered to be 

mutually exclusive; in fact, management consultants are conceptualized as being capable of 

exerting influence through multiple paths at a time. 

 

Figure 5: Paths of value creation by management consultants in PMITI 
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3 Methodology 

In this chapter, the research methodology of this master’s thesis is introduced. First, section 3.1 

presents general ontological and epistemological reflections and explains the choice of a 

qualitative approach. Then, section 3.2 explains the applied case study methodology and its 

implications for the research design. At last, section 3.3 defines the applied research design. 

3.1 General Reflections 

As elaborated in section 2.4.3, the value creation of management consultants is disputed based 

on the duality of their objectives
11

 and the opaque quality
12

 of the work they deliver. Moreover, 

PMITI has been shown to be a very complex and context-sensitive phenomenon. Another 

important feature of PMITI is its high impact on M&A success. This criticality can be assumed 

to lead organizations to strictly limit outside influence and insight during the process (cf. Yin, 

2009). Consequently, the role of management consultants in PMITI has not been studied 

previously and is therefore not commonly understood. 

Ontology and epistemology 

These characteristics of management consulting and PMITI presumably influence the way 

reality is perceived by the involved actors, including management consultants, client employees, 

and observers or researchers. What is more, accounts of historic events might, consciously or 

unconsciously, be biased or incomplete, e.g. due to imperfect recollection or conflicts of 

interest. The paradigmatic view of the form and nature of reality which is embedded in these 

considerations adheres to a stance of critical realism. This ontological perspective assumes that 

a real world exists, but that that it can only be imperfectly apprehended because of “flawed 

human intellectual mechanisms and the fundamentally intractable nature of phenomena” (Guba 

& Lincoln, 1994, p. 110).  

As a consequence, the goal of this research can be formulated as describing and (partially) 

explaining the real world phenomena that are the basis for the value creation of management 

consultants in PMITI. This approach explicitly excludes evaluating aspects of aesthetics or 

morale of those mechanisms, which are outside of the scope of a critical realist inquiry, but 

prescribes a focus on the objective creation of value (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
13

 From this point 

of view, the choice of the RBV as a basis for the analytical framework is confirmed as it allows 

                                                      
11

 i.e., value creation for both their clients and their own shareholders 
12

 i.e., limited possibility to evaluate the quality and impact of management consultant work 
13

 e.g., this excludes investigating the moral aspects of teaching or mediating roles of consultants or the 

aesthetics of specific IT architecture solutions and instead points towards a focus on objective outcomes 

and success measures. 
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the objective depiction of tangible and intangible resources and capabilities being used to 

achieve measurable goals. 

In order to achieve the highest possible objectivity in the representation of reality, a critical 

reflection of the relationship between the object of inquiry, the informants, and the researchers 

is required. Not only can representations of reality be imperfect or incorrect, but also the 

interaction between researchers and informants can influence both sides. Epistemologically 

speaking, objectivism guides this effort as the “regulatory ideal” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 

110) that cannot be fully achieved, but only approached as far as possible.  

Since this perspective acknowledges the potential existence of bias in both the data and the 

researcher’s view of it, these threats to validity need to be addressed with rigorous 

methodological choices. By basing this study on extant literature (see chapter 2), critical 

traditions are included as a source of objectivity. A close interaction with a critical community 

formed by the supervisor and peers also contributes to this (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). 

Qualitative research approach 

The context of this master’s thesis requires an explorative, contextualized approach to uncover 

the value creation mechanisms within the context that gives them relevance. This goal is best 

supported by applying a qualitative research design (Yin, 2009; Kvale, 2007; Guba & Lincoln, 

1994). While adapting the explained critical realist stance and striving for objectivism, 

situational information will be collected and confounding factors will be controlled (Guba & 

Lincoln, 1994). 

3.2 Case Study Methodology 

Appropriateness of the case study methodology 

This master’s thesis applies the case study methodology as proposed by Yin (2009). It is 

especially suited to support the discovery of new, contextual knowledge by addressing research 

questions around the “how” and “why” of phenomena. Furthermore, the case study approach is 

a proper choice when focusing on a contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context which 

the research has little or no control over (Yin, 2009, p. 8). All of these criteria are fulfilled in the 

research context at hand (cf. section 3.1).  

According to Yin’s (2009) definition, a case study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a 

contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when the 

boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 2009, p. 18). This 

clarification of the scope in case studies points out the fact that case studies are a suitable choice 

when a phenomenon that cannot be understood without their context, as is the case in this 

research endeavor.  
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Sources of evidence and theoretical basis 

The definition continues stating that “[t]he case study inquiry copes with the technically 

distinctive situation in which there will be many more variables of interest than data points” 

(ibid.). This leads to the need to triangulate across multiple sources of evidence and the 

recommends to base case studies on “the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide 

data collection and analysis” (ibid.). 

First, multiple data sources were used during the case analyses in this thesis. Yin (2009) defines 

six sources of evidence: documentation, archival records, interview, direct observations, 

participant-observation, and physical artifacts. Based on the object of this inquiry, only the first 

three categories were potential options for collecting data. Furthermore, the criticality of PMITI 

for M&A success seems to lead organizations to put special emphasis on confidentiality; none 

of the firms analyzed for this study were willing to be publicly named or to provide any internal 

documents as a basis for triangulation. Therefore, interviews with key informants were chosen 

as the primary data collection technique (Kvale, 2007). In order to triangulate the findings, 

multiple interviews with different members of the organizations were conducted whenever 

possible and publicly available documents were analyzed. A selection of strengths and 

weaknesses of the two selected sources of evidence, interviews and documents, is given by 

Table 8. 

 Strengths Weaknesses 

Interviews Targeted – focuses directly on case study 

topics 

Insightful – provides perceived causal 

inferences and explanations 

Bias due to poorly articulated questions 

Reponse bias 

Inaccuracies due to poor recall 

Reflexivity – interviewee gives what 

interviewer wants to hear 

Documents Stable – can be reviewed repeatedly 

Unobtrusive – not created as a result of the 

case study 

Exact content 

Broad coverage of events and settings 

Limited retrievability and access 

Reporting bias – selective revealing or 

suppression of information 

Biased selectivity, if collection is 

incomplete 

Table 8: Strengths and weaknesses of interviews and documents (Yin, 2009, p. 102) 

As the weaknesses in Table 8 show, a number of biases impact the case study results. These 

validity threats were addressed by a careful design of the data selection, collection, and analysis 

phases and especially the application of the laddering interview method described in the 

following section 3.3. 
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Second, the last part of the definition recommends a theory-based approach (Yin, 2009). The 

inquiry in this thesis was informed and guided by the existing knowledge about PMITI and 

management consultants from an RBV perspective. Although no explicit propositions or theory 

are proposed, the presented theoretical insights formed a sound basis for the contextualized case 

analysis. 

3.3 Research Design 

As the research questions have already been defined in chapter 1, this section focuses on the 

missing aspects of a research design, namely the units of analysis, data selection, collection, and 

analysis techniques as well as their implications with respect to their reliability and validity 

(Yin, 2009, p. 27). 

In order to address the potential biases explained in the previous sections 3.1 and 3.2, this study 

was designed as a two-sided case study. The first part investigates the case of a large 

international management consulting firm assisting its clients in PMITI across multiple 

industries (see chapter 4). Based on the discussed potential conflicts of interest and biases when 

collecting data from a management consulting firm, it could not be excluded that constructing a 

client case in cooperation with the consulting company could lead to focusing on a case where 

the contribution of management consultants had been extraordinarily positive and important. 

Since the goal of this thesis is to describe and explain general mechanisms, centering analysis 

around such an ideal case was not desired. 

Hence, the analysis is complemented with a client perspective independent from the case 

company in the first part. In this second part, a multiple case study is conducted based on 

selected organizations that underwent PMITI with the help of management consultants in the 

past decade (see chapter 5). This contextualizes and illustrates the results of the first part. 

Furthermore, having such an independent second starting point from a client perspective 

represents a first step in validating the insights of this thesis. 

Units of Analysis 

In the first part, the unit of analysis spans across multiple PMITI projects. The focus is on the 

organizational level of the management consulting company under investigation and not 

restricted to a certain period or industry. This single case study provides value based on its 

revelatory character, as this study seizes an opportunity to “investigate a phenomenon 

previously inaccessible to social science inquiry” (Yin, 2009).  

Throughout the second part, each of the cases in the multiple-case design represents one 

organization involved in one or a related series of M&A situations. This unit of analysis 

complements the focus of the first part because it allows to apply and evaluate the conceptual 

model in an independent context. 
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Data Selection 

For the first step, one management consulting company was selected based on its large size, 

international footprint, strong reputation, and expertise in post-merger integration. In interaction 

with a partner of the firm, key informants on different hierarchical levels and with different 

amounts of experience in PMITI were selected. To protect client confidentiality, no access to 

any client-specific documents could be granted; instead, publications of the organization on 

PMI and PMITI published on their company website were used to triangulate the findings. 

In order to identify promising client organizations for the subsequent multiple case study, the 

M&A database Zephyr was utilized. In partial cooperation with another graduate student 

working on his master’s thesis, companies fulfilling a set of criteria
14

 were identified and 

ordered by deal volume. Apart from the ten most promising companies on that list, five 

additional companies that fit the criteria
15

 and had either worked together with master students 

at CBS before or could be contacted through a personal network were identified. For each of the 

15 organizations, between one and three executives were contacted and asked for an initial 

interview. Out of the seven positive replies, only one informant had been working with 

management consultants during PMITI and was willing to share his experiences, namely 

BankCo. Therefore it was decided to also include and re-analyze case study data of three PMITI 

situations involving management consultants that had been collected by Øhrgaard (2011). A 

combination of press releases, news articles, annual reports, and existing case descriptions was 

used to triangulate the findings.  

For an overview of the interview data analyzed in both phases and the types of documents used 

for triangulation, see Table 10 in chapter 4, Table 12 in chapter 5, and Table 19 in Appendix G. 

Data Collection 

For both parts, data collection was prepared by creating and continuously refining an interview 

guide based on the insights in extant literature (Kvale, 2007). In the first phase, the guide was 

designed to explore how management consultants create value by eliciting consultant’s own 

points of view and checking the boundary conditions under which they are valid. The guide for 

the second phase then focused on confirming the found relationships between value creation 

mechanisms and contingency factors. The final versions of both interview guides can be found 

in Appendix C and Appendix D, respectively. 

In order to address the potential biases discussed in the previous sections 3.1 and 3.2, the 

interviews were based on a particular M&A situation in which the respondents had participated. 

Thus, the elaborations of informants were always grounded based on specific situations. 

Furthermore, the laddering method (Schultze & Avital, 2011) was applied as a central means of 

                                                      
14

 Large company size (> 1,000 employees), international footprint, based in Denmark or Germany, M&A 

activity not earlier than 2011 
15

 Including M&A activities not earlier than 2007 and headquarters in Europe 
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critical reflection. When interviewees responded to questions on a general and abstract level, 

they were asked follow-up questions about the “how”, thereby laddering down to get more 

specific responses. Thus, general statements were linked to specific evidence, improving the 

objectivity and trustworthiness of the evidence.  

In order to find relevant documents for triangulation, the company websites of the examined 

firms were searched. For the BankCo case, especially news articles, press releases, and annual 

statements were taken into account, while the analysis of the three cases by Øhrgaard (2015) 

was mainly based on the interview transcripts and existing case descriptions. 

Data Analysis 

All interviews were recorded, transcribed, and coded. The coding of the interviews was mainly 

based on the concepts identified in the literature review (deductive coding), but if concepts had 

not been identified in earlier publications, they were inductively added as coding categories 

(Kvale, 2007). The different value-creation mechanisms becoming apparent in the analysis were 

clustered into management consultant roles and corresponding coding categories were added. In 

order to visualize the relationships between resources and capabilities, consultant roles, and 

outcomes and success measures as well as their application in the multiple case study, 

prevalence matrices were created
16

. During analysis, asserted consultant value creation was 

critically discussed
17

 to account for the potential threats to validity discussed in sections 3.1 and 

3.2. For an overview of the categories applied during coding, please refer to Table 14 in 

Appendix E; the resulting prevalence matrices are given in Table 15, Table 16, Table 17, and 

Table 18 in Appendix F.  

The outcome of the first part of this study is a conceptual model describing in which roles 

management consultants create value under specific contingencies. The multiple case study then 

applies replication logic in the sense of theoretical replication (Yin, 2009, p. 54; Eisenhardt, 

1989) by comparing the roles management consultants perform under different conditions with 

their expected roles as predictions by the conceptual model.  

For an overview of how the methodological choices in this thesis address the potential threats to 

validity and reliability, please refer to Table 9. 

  

                                                      
16

 A prevalence matrix shows which evidence supports the connection between specific concepts, e.g. by 

displaying which statements point towards the importance of outside-in knowledge for content drivers. 
17

 This was inspired by Yin’s (2009) advice to consider rival explanations in data analysis. 
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Concern Case study tactic This study 

Construct 

validity 

Multiple sources of evidence 

Chain of evidence 

 

 

Feedback of key informants 

Combination of interviews and documents 

Established through research questions, literature 

review, interview guide, interview transcripts, 

coding, prevalence matrices, and conceptual model 

Interviewees where asked whether they felt the 

inquiry focused on the right and confirmed it 

Internal 

validity 

Compare predictions with 

empirical data 

Explanation building 

 

 

 

Time-series analysis 

This is the explicit goal of the multiple case study 

presented in chapter 5 

The literature review (chapter 2) and the developed 

conceptual model (chapter 4) provide first steps for a 

new theory of management consultants in  

PMITI 

Not applied 

External 

validity 

Replication logic The multiple case study in chapter 5 applies 

theoretical replication 

Reliability Case study protocol 

Case study data base 

Interview guides were developed for data collection 

Interviews are recorded, transcribed, and coded;  

coding is visualized in prevalence matriced;  

a register of secondary data is created 

Table 9: Threats to validity and reliability with mitigation strategies  

(cf. Wijnhoven et al., 2006, p. 16; cf. Yin, 2009, p. 41) 
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4 The Consultant Side – The Case of a Global Management 

Consulting Firm 

In this chapter, the case of an international management consulting firm will be introduced 

(section 4.1). Subsequently, the emergent roles in which management consultants at the case 

company enable effective PMITI are discussed (section 4.2). At last, the context factors relevant 

for the effectiveness of those roles are explained (section 4.3). 

4.1 The Case Company 

The company under investigation is a large
18

, global management and IT consulting firm 

(XH)
19

. It is constituted as a partnership and hierarchically organized. In a typical career, 

graduates with a master’s degree would start as consultants in the organization, then progress as 

senior consultants, junior project managers, and later project managers. If employees stay longer 

with the firm, they become junior partners and subsequently have the chance to become a 

partner of the firm. All employees in positions up to the project manager are usually part of one 

specific client project at a time, while junior partners and partners are responsible for an 

increasingly large number of projects at the same time (X4:2)
20

. In addition to the consultants, 

who are working in frequent and close contact with clients, the organization employs back-

office personnel including experts for different functions, topics, and industries as well as 

researchers and HR employees. 

Consultants can specialize in specific functions, topics, or industries. Within its consultant 

organization, the company includes an area concerned with strategic IT questions and a practice 

group focusing on questions around PMITI. The organization has supported multiple M&A 

situations in various industries and regions as well as the corresponding PMITI (X4:3). 

Typically, the support in such situations involved one or multiple consultant teams lead by 

project managers working at the client site in close cooperation with client executives and 

employees (X1:76). Such projects usually take a period between one and six months, but also 

longer projects are possible. Based on past experiences, the company argues that its clients have 

been able to realize significantly more shareholder value than created on average in M&A 

activities (XH). Realized benefits include synergy realization (X2:15,25; X4:10), increased 

market power and geographical scope (X2:15), and enablement of business processes (X2:25). 

To achieve those goals, the organization mainly supports IT integration strategies around 

absorption or best-of-breed approaches (X2:21). The management consultants’ approach 

                                                      
18

 Large based on the number of employees (> 1,000) and annual revenue (> US$ 500 million in 2014). 
19

 XH: consulting company’s homepage. For a complete overview of document types, see Table 19 in 

Appendix G. 
20

 In this thesis, statements by respondents are referenced by interview (X4) and paragraph (2. For a 

complete overview of document types, see Table 19 in Appendix G. 
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adheres to the phases described in section 2.3.1, including discovering the existing IT 

landscapes (X2:46; X4:28) and defining a target state (X2:46; X4:29; analysis phase), creating a 

detailed plan of how to achieve the target (X2:46; X4:29; X5:72; planning phase), and 

implementing the planned approach (X2:46; X5:73f; implementation phase). In accordance with 

the definition of management consultants derived in section 2.4, their focus is on the analysis 

and planning phases; the implementation phase may be supported as well, but the actual IT 

integration work is not done by the company (X2:46; X5:26). 

Apart from the company’s expertise in PMITI, it supports the general PMI process (X3:46). 

This is in line with Chen et al.’s (2008) results showing that the value proposition of 

management consultants includes their ability to work both on general and on IT-related issues. 

Reinforcing the expertise and experience of the company’s staff, a strong company culture 

emphasizes creating value for clients. The professional network within the firm is strengthened 

through frequent training and networking activities (XH). 

In order to construct this case study, interviews with five consultants at different hierarchical 

levels and with different specializations were conducted. On average, the interviews lasted 48 

minutes. To accommodate for the fact that the respondents were engaged in different projects at 

different locations during data collection, the interviews were conducted as phone interviews. 

All interviews were conducted in English. For an overview of the interviewees, please refer to 

Table 10. 

No. Interviewee Industry Comment 

X1 Senior Consultant TMT
21

 Take-over between two large companies 

X2 Partner TMT Large merger of equals 

X3 Junior Project Manager Chemicals International merger of equals 

X4 Junior Partner,  

Founder of the PMI Practice 

Chemicals Merger of equals 

X5 Specialist in PMI, IT Integration, 

and Large Project Management 

Pharma Carve-out and acquisition of a part of 

another large pharma company; focus on 

pre-day-one activities 

Table 10: Overview of consultant interviews
22

 

 

                                                      
21

 Technology, Media, and Telecommunications 
22

 All consultant interviews were conducted by myself as phone interviews in English language. 
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4.2 Roles of Management Consultants 

During the analysis of how the case company contributes to PMITI, four major roles of 

management consultants emerged. For each of the roles, the sections 4.2.1 - 4.2.4 describe how 

consultants engage in value creation, which resources and capabilities they utilize, and which 

benefits they add. For an overview of how management consultants leverage their resources and 

capabilities across the roles to create client value, please refer to Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: Conceptual model of consultant roles, utilized R&C, and achieved outcomes 

In accordance with the considerations presented in section 2.5, the different roles of consultants 

are not mutually exclusive. In fact, the highly overlapping utilization of resources across roles 

emphasizes the ability of management consultants to act in different roles at a time (X1:59,61). 

The outcomes are labeled as “additional success” because it is assumed that (a) there would be a 

residual success of the PMITI without any consultant influence, and (b) the consultant roles 

have the potential to provide additional benefits on top of this.  

The effect of the consultant roles is shown as an arrow from the role to the respective success 

measure; this is a simplification of the value creation paths discussed in section 2.5. In each 

section, the relevant value creation paths are discussed in detail. As the utilized resources and 

capabilities overlap to a large extent across the different management consultant roles, their use 

is not depicted in detail. More detailed mappings of the different roles to the according 

resources and capabilities, outcomes, and context factors are provided by the prevalence 

matrices in Appendix F (Table 15, Table 16, and Table 17). 

4.2.1 The Content Driver 

Value creation mechanisms 

In line with the two “principal areas” (Alaranta & Henningsson, 2008, p. 309) of PMITI, 

management consultants can drive both the content and the process os PMITI. In their role as 

content drivers, management consultants develop and recommend details of the IT integration 

strategy and future IT strategy (X2:25). This includes analyzing the as-is situation (X2:46; 
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X4:28), providing a fact base (X2:54), and defining the desired target state (X2:52, X4:29,51). 

Thus, content drivers focus on the analysis phase of the PMITI. The management consultants 

act in both the brain and expert roles postulated by Henningsson & Øhrgaard (2015): one one 

hand, they autonomously evaluate and recommend different strategic choices (X1:78; X3:25; 

brain role), on the other hand they supported dedicated workstreams in need of assistance and 

provide “support to cover the workload” (X1:54; expert role). A fitting description of the 

content-driver role is given by the partner: 

“Something that we do is that we help the client establish a fact base first and foremost, 

and come up with what are the possible synergy targets, to offer a target setting, so we 

would come up with a benchmark and other options we see.” (X2:52) 

Beyond the development of an IT integration strategy, content drivers can provide additional 

insights to make the resulting IT architecture better, e.g. by providing the basis for further 

digitalization within an organization (X3:16). The junior partner describes this contribution as 

follows: 

“[…] [T]here were a couple of ideas which we brought in from an outside-in perspective. 

So, one was the idea to create kind of a digital unit to support the business even better in 

the future. […] That’s a structure we have seen quite often in other firms and which is 

currently emerging. […] So that’s ideas which we bring in from outside-in, from industry 

perspective etc. […] So it’s more bringing in own ideas, what we have seen in the industry 

or even in other industries. And what the trends currently [are].” (X4:64) 

The work of content drivers often takes place through collaboration with clients and “co-

creation of content” (X5:56) in joint meetings (X1:76). Content drivers also work together with 

client employees in individual work streams of the IT integration project (X1:74). Subsequently, 

the management consultants communicate the (jointly) developed results to executive 

management, answer their questions, and enable them to make decisions about the target state 

and IT strategy (X1:78,98). 

In terms of the value-creation paths introduced in section 2.5, the content-driver role utilizes the 

paths (1), (2), and (4). This means that management consultants can exert direct influence on 

PMITI success by autonomously performing analysis tasks and providing solutions. They can 

also influence the work of the client employees be collaborating in content creation and they can 

provide information about beneficial solutions as an input to the client activities (see Figure 5). 

Resources and capabilities 

In order to drive the content in PMITI, management consultants rely on their experience in 

similar situations (X1:84; X3:30) and contribute outside-in knowledge about best practices and 

industry trends (X1:84,87; X3:64; X4:62). While all other roles also depend on previous 

experience in PMITI, the use of outside-in knowledge is particular to the content driver role 
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because content drivers contribute to defining the IT strategy. The largest part of this knowledge 

is of organizational nature, as the IT integration specialist explains: 

“I would say this knowledge comes 70-80% from the organization of the company I’m 

working with, which includes all the different people who have worked on similar 

engagements. And another 20% is about learning by doing, so you just experience some 

things the first time and then maybe a second time, and when it occurs a third or fourth 

time you know how to deal with it.”(X5:36) 

There are three main ways for the management consultants to leverage this organizational 

knowledge: they use their colleague network (X1:65; X3:33,38,40; X5:44,46), they access 

knowledge documents through a digital repository
23

 (X3:44,70; X5:44) and they rely on the 

experience of junior partners and partners to validate approaches (X3:40,72). All of these 

possibilities reflect the KM capabilities of the client organization as discussed in section 2.4.1: 

knowledge is generated on individual and organizational level based on experience, is 

represented and made accessible through explicit knowledge documents and the reference to 

experts in specific subject areas, and is transferred to the management consultants when 

required through the colleague nework or through feedback by superiors (cf. Lahti & Beyerlein, 

2001). 

Besides this specific knowledge, management consultants are required to possess specific soft 

skills and methodological problem-solving skills (X1:78; X3:30). Based on their 

communication skills (X1:78,95), their experience working at the intersection between business 

and IT (X4:41; X5:48) and in diverse teams (X5:48), as well as their intelligence (X5:48) and 

common sense, they can support their clients with high speed, rigor, and outcome quality 

(X2:56) through all four roles. The partner puts it as follows: 

“In theory, everything a consultant does can be, more or less, can be done by the company 

itself. The thing is that they normally can’t do it in the same time, and not with the same 

rigor and not with the same […] alignment across top management.” (X2:56) 

What is more, management consultants can accommodate high workloads in short time periods 

because they are more flexible with regard to working times than client employees, who often 

have to adhere to restrictions imposed by regulation or the workers’ council (X1:54,67). 

Making content recommendations requires a profound knowledge of the client’s situation 

(X4:51), which can only be achieved if the client trusts the consultant and provides accurate 

information about a company’s strengths and weaknesses (X4:50f). Such client trust can emerge 

if consultants are trustworthy (X4:55), meaning that they exhibit neutrality, objectivity, and 

reliability (X4:53,55). Together with their expertise, client trust results in the consultants being 

                                                      
23

 As the IT integration specialist explains, the search in the knowledge database would usually be guided 

by the interaction with experienced colleagues, who would recommend specific documents (X5:40,44). 
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perceived as an authority by the client employees (X5:33). According to the junior partner, 

client trust is very important for driving content: 

“Clients need to have trust in the consultants to accept decisions or to open up for new 

opportunities or new possibilities in your strategy. So trust is one of the most important 

aspects in a client-consultant relationship.” (X4:50) 

Finally, management consultants have high senior executive exposure (X2:56; X5:91). In 

addition to the client trust they rely upon, this close connection to the most important decision 

makers on client side adds to the authority of the content drivers and can motivate the client 

employees to cooperate (X1:96). 

Outcomes and success measures 

In their role as content drivers, management consultants have a positive influence on the direct 

acquisition benefits (X4:67f) and potential long-term effects (X3:50; X4:64,67f). On one side, 

their contribution to direct acquisition benefits is based on their participation in defining a target 

state that allows for the realization of the business goals (X2:52, X4:29,51). One the other side, 

their impact on long-term benefits is due to their efforts to incorporate industry trends in the 

target state definition (X3:16). The junior project management describes the these contributions 

as follows: 

“One guiding principle was to be as cost efficient as possible while having a stable IT 

environment with a high quality of delivery. And the second was to get ready for the digital 

revolution and also to build the IT architecture so you can scale up digital business models 

quite quickly.” (X3:16) 

Drawing on the critique of management consulting articulated in section 2.4.3, it can be 

disputed whether incorporating industry trends into the target state means following fashions 

and represents additional value to an organization. As this question cannot be answered in 

general for all trends, the potential value of adhering to specific trends will be kept as an 

assumption in this thesis.  

4.2.2 The Process Driver 

Value creation mechanisms 

The second “principal area” (Alaranta & Henningsson, 2008, p. 309) of PMITI is the process. 

When management consultants act as process drivers, they support the planning and 

(potentially) implementation phases of PMITI (X3:29) and facilitate communication between 

executives and project responsibles (X1:55). This includes supporting PMO activities (X1:74), 

such as milestone planning and progress control, and providing information as well as building 

consensus and commitment to facilitate management decision making (X1:55; X1:98; X4:74). 

Consultants in this role also define the scope of activities that have to be conducted until day 
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one and other deadlines (X5:72). The senior consultant describes the process-driver role as 

follows: 

“And we as consultants were set up in two different ways: One is to be the general advisor, 

so to say, supporting the PMO activities, if you will, of the entire organization, which 

means you are above the streams sitting next to the project lead. […]” (X1:74) 

Furthermore, process drivers prompt client executives to make critical decisions early in the 

process (X1:80f), e.g. defining synergy estimates (X1:80) or making personnel decisions for the 

new organization (X1:39). These aspects of the integration process are addressed by drawing on 

past experience regarding critical areas in IT integration (X5:34), as explained by the IT 

integration specialist: 

"[…] [I]n general, in all the cases, there are specific areas which do have an impact at day 

one in business continuity. For example on commercial […], procurement, […] finance, 

[…] and last but not least HR. So these are, irrespective of the case, critical areas 

impacting business continuity, and these areas need a special focus and high efforts, 

because they have a large impact on the business continuity.” (X5:77) 

Another way process drivers support their clients is by providing advice on communication and 

culture change (X2:52). Also, enabling management decisions requires effective communication 

(X4:74), as the junior partner explains: 

“[…] [Q]uite often it’s more [that] the business top management just doesn’t understand 

enough of IT to decide and you need to enable the business top management to do it. “ 

(X4:78) 

Based on these considerations, it becomes evident that the process driver mainly relies on value-

creation path (2) (see section 2.5). Management consultants in this role contribute to the success 

of PMITI by exerting an influence on the way client employees perform their tasks and actions. 

Resources and capabilities 

As explained in the case of the content driver in section 4.2.1, also the process driver relies 

heavily on PMITI expertise based on previous experience (X1:65; X4:42,74; X5:16,24,34,77) 

and uses the organizations KM capabilities to do so (X1:65; X4:74; X5:44,46). Examples in this 

regard include the identification of critical areas based on experience (X5:77) and the ability to 

interact with experts in process-related topics (X1:52; X4:74). This is detailed by the senior 

consultant: 

“So, one of the important contributions of consultants is to provide insights from other 

experts who have done so many times over again. Right? So they know what is going to 

happen, they know that to look out for, they can write the work plan down already, they 

know what needs to be done during an IT merger.” (X1:52) 
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In addition to this context-specific knowledge, the process driver role also benefits from 

complementary capabilities regarding other functional areas affected by the M&A activity 

because these facilitate communication between work streams in an overall integration 

(X3:46,48,50). The junior project manager elaborates: 

“The ones owning the synergy module would come to us very directly and ask us questions 

very openly. And we could interact with them quite easily there. And the same for the 

integration management office, who’s the overall PMO or project management for the 

integration […].” (X3:48) 

Moreover, similar to the content-driver case, soft skills and problem-solving skills are required 

in order to act as process drivers (X1:68; X3:44; X5:48) and client trust is an important aspect 

again (X5:103,105f,108). 

Outcomes and success measures 

The process driver is the only role that impacts all four outcomes and success measures of 

PMITI. Its effects on business continuity are mainly based on the knowledge about critical areas 

and success factors in planning and implementation (X5:16,20,28,72,77). The IT integration 

process success is improved because management consultants work rapidly and intensively, 

thereby shortening the required time for tasks such as detailing plans (X2:56) and because the 

overall work process is improved by eliminating waste, as the IT integration specialist explains: 

“I would call it, eliminate waste in terms of, you streamline and make more efficient some 

processes, like communication, like planning, to ensure that everything runs more 

[smoothly] and that there are less hiccups and less activities which are not really 

required.” (X5:101) 

The critical areas in PMITI are described as important not only for business continuity, but also 

for the realization of synergies and for achieving commercial targets (X5:77). Hence, process 

drivers influence direct acquisition benefits. With regard to long-term effects, management 

consultants are described to increase transparency and management alignment, resulting in long-

term organizational benefits (X3:50; X5:101). 

Evaluating those contributions, the effect on business continuity has the highest precedence 

across the interviews. Furthermore, the positive effect of past experience on identifying 

potential sources of disruption is a strong argument. Other value propositions of the process 

driver are based on improved communication and higher awareness of potential sources of 

synergies. In line with the argument of opaque quality (see section 2.4.3), their impact is not 

directly quantifiable and can only be assumed based on the consultants’ explanations.  
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4.2.3 The Teacher 

Value creation mechanisms 

Management consultants in the teacher role help their clients to build diagnosis and 

implementation capabilities within their own organization (cf. Henningsson & Yetton, 2015). 

These capabilities can be beneficial in both the current PMITI and future M&A situations. The 

IT integration specialist elaborates: 

“We also enable the client in working closely with them. First of all, to be also successful 

in the current situation after we leave, because we typically are not working with the client 

over the whole time. So at some point of time we leave and then we need to ensure that the 

client can continue this exercise on his own. And, secondly, of course, if a similar exercise 

or challenge occurs, so if another merger will happen in a couple of years, these people 

will be quite good prepared to do it well.” (X5:54) 

In order to facilitate client learning, the management consultants engage in co-creation activities 

with client employees (X5:56) and conduct coaching and training activities (X5:62,66). The 

focus of these efforts can be both soft skills (X5:62) and specific integration capabilities, such 

as mapping business applications to business processes (X5:66). As a complement to these 

activities with a focus on developing client staff, the teacher can also improve implementation 

capabilities by prompting the client to build a scalable IT platform.
24

 

When consultants act in the teacher role, they utilize value creation path (3) as defined in 

section 2.5. The goal of such activities is to improve client capabilities by collaborating with 

client employees and recommending the buildup of specific resources. 

Resources and capabilities 

The knowledge that can be taught to the client organization is mainly based on previous 

experiences with PMITI (X5:56) and structured tools for problem solving (X5:57). This 

knowledge originates from the KM capabilities that were described with regard to the content 

driver (see section 4.2.1). 

As consultants in the teacher role mainly create value by collaborating with the client, soft skills 

such as communication skills and business-IT understanding become particularly important 

(X5:56). Client employees are not only included in the co-creation of content, but they can also 

have a part in joint problem-solving sessions when no prior experience exists (X5:57). 

Therefore, also strong problem-solving skills are required of the consultants. Lastly, client trust 

can be assumed to be an important prerequisite for acting in a teacher role. 
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 This aspect is not directly supported by evidence from the consulting case, but is based on the 

theoretical insights from the literature review (see section 2.3.2) 
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Outcomes and success measures 

In accordance with the above description by the IT integration specialist, the teacher role can 

increase direct acquisition benefits by enabling the client to successfully continue the IT 

integration after the consultants leave (X5:54). Furthermore, management consultants can 

enable the client organization to perform similar M&A activities in the future, thus achieving a 

long-term benefit (X5:54). 

It can be assumed that differentiating between consultant-induced learning and learning-by-

doing processes that occur independent of management consultants is not always possible, again 

pointing towards the opaque quality characteristic discussion in section 2.4.3. Nevertheless, as 

there is evidence of consultants themselves deducting much of their expertise from learning-by-

doing in close cooperation with more experienced colleagues (X1:65; X3:33,38,40,72; X4:74; 

X5:44,46), an additional learning effect due to the participation of management consultants in a 

project is probable. 

4.2.4 The Mediator 

Value creation mechanisms 

In the mediator role, management consultants aim to reconcile conflicts between the involved 

parties in PMITI (X3:29). As M&A situations “tend to be very political” (X1:53) and major 

challenges can arise in motivating people to contribute (X1:93; X5:89), the mediator focuses on 

the relationships between and within the merging parties and seeks to build consensus and 

commitment. The senior consultant describes the situation as follows: 

“Major challenges are, I think, not technical, major challenges are more on the people 

side. Right? So in the end, you will need people that make decisions. You need people who 

work with you and that all share the same goal to work towards and are motivated to work 

for that goal and put interest and effort into that. […] How can you work if nobody is there 

on the client side that really makes decisions?” (X1:93) 

Oftentimes, these dynamics have no influence on project success and can be considered 

“background noise” (X5:87). But conflicts of interest can be so serious that the merging parties 

start fighting each other (X4:55), which endangers the success of PMITI and therefore requires 

the consultants to take action (X5:87). 

When mediation is necessary, the consultants can draw on their neutrality and objectivity and 

compel their clients to resolve issues in a fact-based approach (X1:53,66; X3:31). This way, the 

consultants may be able to restore an open and productive atmosphere between the involved 

parties (X4:55). The junior project manager describes the mediation efforts as follows: 

“So, the second part was really the alignment process to bring these people together, to 

agree on a fact-based mode, and then align them upfront and then say, okay, that’s the 
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method how we want to evaluate, that’s not discussible, that’s abstract, and we will fill that 

method and we will find out what comes out very neutrally, and that was, I think, the main 

benefit we brought to them. [It] was really to bring them together and align them on a 

common goal and then also execute that.” (X3:31) 

In other situations, conflicts can be resolved more easily because an executive has the ability to 

take the disputed decision. Then, management consultants are often asked for their opinion on 

the subject (X5:91) and can help to distinguish substantiated claims from less target-oriented 

requests based on particular interests (X5:89). 

With respect to the possible paths of value creation (see section 2.5), the mediator exerts 

influence through paths (2) and (4). This is achieved by influencing the way the merging parties 

behave in fulfilment of their tasks and by lending the consultants’ credibility to a neutral 

decision process based on proven decision-making tools from the consultants’ resource base. In 

fact, the mediator mitigates the negative impact of a series of context factors on the process and 

the success of PMITI (cf. section 4.3.5). 

Resources and capabilities 

As much as the other roles, the mediator relies on previous PMITI experience (X3:31; X4:42), 

made accessibly by the organization’s KM capabilities (X3:33,38,40). Of course, also soft skills 

and problem-solving skills play an important role when resolving conflicts (X1:95; X3:31; 

X4:41). What is special about the mediator role is that its enactment also depends upon a large 

amount of overall experience across industries and topics, which can be referred to as a general 

seniority of the mediating consultant (X5:92,100). This fact is described by the IT integration 

specialist: 

“[…] [T]his mediator role is typically done by senior people, less by more junior people, 

because especially in this mediator role, you also need a high level of trust of the client and 

also typically, especially in the leadership, you are typically dealing with also senior 

people on leadership level.” (X5:100) 

The quote above also emphasizes the importance of having exposure towards and a good 

relationship with senior executives on client side (X1:96; X5:91,100). In combination with 

client trust based on reliability, objectivity, and neutrality (X1:53,66; X3:33; X4:50f,55,57,59; 

X5:91,96), these social resources form the basis any mediation activity. 

Outcomes and success measures 

Through mediation between fighting parties, management consultants can eliminate “waste” 

(X5:101) in the interaction between those parties because the involved employees can direct 

their attention an energy towards goal-oriented activities when conflicts of interest are solved 

(X5:101).  If not addressed, conflicts can have a negative impact on the realization of direct 

acquisition benefits because they prevent client employees from fulfilling their tasks (X5:86f).  

Finally, delivering good results from the PMITI increases top-management confidence in their 
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IT organization (X4:39), potentially resulting in positive long-term effects. Also the increased 

transparency and management alignment during the process of mediation might result in an 

improved cooperation in the long term (X5:101). 

It is probable that conflicts of interest distract the employees from their tasks in many situations, 

yielding impaired performance and success. If consultants are actually able to help based on 

their human and social resources, they presumably create value. Based on the collected evidence 

in this thesis, it will be assumed that management consultants are able to contribute to conflict 

resolution. 

4.3 Contingency Factors 

In addition to the roles of consultants discussed in the previous section 4.2, the analysis yielded 

a number of contingency factors that influence the value creation potential of each role. These 

factors are conceptualized to moderate the influence consultants have on the success of the 

PMITI. In practice, this might have an indirect effect on whether consultants act in certain roles 

or not, as they can be assumed to have knowledge of the context and its moderating influence. 

Nevertheless, the involved clients and consultants could possibly misinterpret the influence of 

the context on the value creation mechanisms, such that management consultants would act in 

specific roles without significant performance impact. The identified factors are described in 

detail within sections 4.3.1 - 4.3.5 and their influence is depicted in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Conceptual model of moderating effects of contingency factors – initial version 
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4.3.1 Time and Budget Restrictions 

The timeframe or the budget of the IT integration project can be restricted due to different 

reasons. In commodity industries, low margins may restrict both the project budget and the 

scope of the target IT landscape (X3:13; X5;68). Such restrictions especially apply to the post-

day-one IT integration and consolidation strategy (X5:70). Furthermore, time pressure was 

supported as an important context factor both by the literature review (see section 2.3.4) and this 

analysis (X5:112); IT integration projects might be shortened because of ceasing service-level 

agreements (SLAs; X3:6) or late involvement of the IT function (and management consultants; 

X5:112). 

As a result of such restrictions, management consultants can create less value in the content 

driver role (X3:64; X4:66; X5:70). This role is particularly influenced because its offers an 

“extra value proposition” (X4:67) beyond the success of PMITI. The junior project manager 

explains the situation: 

“We were focusing so much on the cost side and the integration side and not so much, like, 

thinking visionary, what kind of systems would you really want to have if you could have 

the best you could have? But that’s basically because it’s the {chemical} industry and 

there’s not much digital there and it’s more about cost efficiency in the first place.” 

(X3:64) 

Based on these elaborations, time and budget restrictions are conceptualized to have a negative 

moderating effect on the value creation of the content driver role. 

4.3.2 Merger Size and Complexity 

In mergers of large organizations or organizations with complex IT infrastructure, it can be hard 

for clients to keep an overview in PMITI (X1:21). In such cases, the management board has to 

decide on very complex issues (X4:76), and the size of an organization also plays an important 

role with regard to how complex the day-one preparations become (X5:76,131f). In one 

example, the IT integration specialist explains a situation with both large size and complexity: 

“The scope of this merger was about 1400 applications. And these application were hosted 

all over the world in different data centers, so the part of the company that was acquired 

did not have a central data center with all the application, they were spread in multiple 

locations.” (X5:22) 

In such situations, process drivers can contribute very effectively by reducing complexity, 

detailing approaches, and enabling management to make decisions (X5:22,59,76). Thus, the 

merger size and complexity are conceptualized to have a positive moderating effect on the value 

management consultants can create in the process driver role. 
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4.3.3 Client Experience in M&A 

Large mergers often represent unprecedented situations for the involved organizations (X1:52; 

X5:129), and even if M&A activities are more frequent (cf. following section 4.3.4), companies 

might be facing particular situations for the first time (X5:129). As elaborated before, 

consultants can address this lack of M&A experience by leveraging the accumulated expertise 

of the consulting firm (see section 4.2.1). In such situations, management consultants can 

substitute the missing knowledge in the client organization (X1:52; X5:50) as described by the 

junior partner: 

“I mean, those people which we have from the different companies, they were really, really 

good experts in their different fields, but they [had not] done such a merger situation 

before. So, that was the value-add we brought in, that we know how to set up IT pre-merger 

situations.” (X4:36) 

Another way how management consultants can create value in such situations is by helping the 

client organization to develop the integration capabilities they are missing (X5:50,66). The IT 

integration specialist emphasizes the opportunity to create value in such situations: 

“So if I look at where we bring the most value, you’re right, it’s the first case, so it’s about 

typically companies who are not very experienced and have not done this or similar 

exercises before. There we can bring more value. As in other companies who have done 

this multiple times or who are doing it regularly, then I would say that the value creation 

on our side is less.” (X5:50) 

All statements together can be summarized as follows: client experience in M&A has a negative 

moderating effect on the value proposition of management consultants in the roles of process 

drivers and teachers. 

4.3.4 Client Frequency of M&A 

If a client company engages in a series of similar M&A activities, it is more likely to profit from 

building integration capabilities than in a once-in-a-lifetime situation (cf. Henningsson & 

Yetton, 2015). The frequency of M&A activities refers to an organization’s plans to undertake 

similar M&A activities in the future (X5:52). This characteristic is in a closely related with the 

client’s M&A experience (cf. section 4.3.3), as a higher frequency of M&A activities can be 

assumed to lead to increased experience (X1:52). 

Even though little evidence supports this context factor in the case of the consulting company 

under investigation, it emerged as an important factor from the literature review and was present 

in the consultant case. It will therefore be retained for further analysis. Thus, the client 

frequency of M&A is conceptualized to have a positive moderating effect on the value that 

consultant can create through acting as a teacher. 
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4.3.5 Tensions between the Organizations 

There are multiple sources of tension between the involved parties in an M&A situation 

(X1:53,93; X3:31,37; X4:35,57,59; X5:86f). Conflict can arise from the fact that one 

organization has acquired the other (X1:93). In mergers of equals, the organizations have 

similar size and may both possess a sophisticated IT organization (X1:93; X3:31; X4:35,59); in 

the latter case, a best-of-breed approach to keep superior functionality becomes a reasonable 

option (cf. Henningsson & Yetton, 2015), so it is unclear which parts of which organization will 

be retained (X3:31; X4:59). Employees might become resistant to change because they are 

afraid to lose their employment through the PMITI (X1:93). All these aspects are explicated by 

the senior consultant: 

“Now, during an integration, we have two large organizations that are used to run in their 

own fashion. Then you have one of them who is actually bought by the other, right, you can 

imagine there’s already like a little tension between the organizations. And one of them is 

probably not particularly happy of just being bought. And then the third part is, or maybe 

resulting out of that, is that both organizations, either organization A or organization B, 

[do not] know exactly whether his job will still be there in the future. So they are all a little 

bit anxious. Ahm, that makes it very difficult, right?” (X1:93) 

Additionally, a number of differences between the merging organizations can result in further 

tension (X3:31,X4:59). If the power distribution between the companies is equal, this may 

amplify conflicts as no simple solution can be imposed by either side (X4:57); if issues are not 

addressed, they may persist and disturb the IT integration (X5:87). Furthermore, differences in 

national or corporate culture and geographical distance can be sources of tension (X5:86f), e.g. 

in international or cross-industry M&A activities (X3:37). 

When tensions between the organizations become prominent and threaten to “impact the overall 

targets” (X5:87), they need to be resolved. Exactly this is the logic behind the mediator role of 

management consultants (X3:29). As the junior partner describes: 

“So we had a couple of workshops or conversations with the client where they were 

screaming at each other in the end and one party was leaving the room, and then, in those 

specific situations you need to calm down the different parties, you need to bring them 

again at the same table, discuss the situation with them. So therefore it was really, really, 

really important to have the consultants there.” (X4:55) 

All explained factors are potential antecedents of tensions. Tensions between the organizations 

are conceptualized to have a positive moderating impact on the creation potential of 

management consultants in the mediator role. 
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5 The Client Side – A Multiple Case Study of Management 

Consultants in M&A 

This chapter illustrates and contextualizes the findings from the consulting case in chapter 4. 

Based on a multiple case study of four firms utilizing management consultants in PMITI, the 

developed conceptual model is clarified. By adding this client perspective to the picture, the 

understanding of consultant value creation is deepened and a first step to validate the proposed 

conceptual model is taken (see Figure 6 and Figure 7). In the following, section 5.1 provides a 

general overview of the four case studies and their contexts. The subsequent section 5.2 presents 

in-depth case descriptions and analyses. 

5.1 Case Overview 

An overview of the client cases is given by Table 11. It includes information about the specific 

context of the cases in terms of the contingency factors developed in chapter 4 as well as 

predictions about the roles of management consultants based on these factors
25

.  

The BankCo case was exclusively constructed for this master’s thesis. The remaining three 

cases were originally compiled by Øhrgaard (2011). During this study, they were slightly 

extended with additional documents and re-analyzed based on the conceptual model derived in 

chapter 4. For an overview of the interviews, please refer to Table 12. 

During analysis of the client cases, client proficiency in PMITI emerged as an additional 

contingency factor. It was added to the overview and is discussed in chapter 6.  

5.2 Case Analysis 

In the sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.4, the four case studies of client organizations are presented in detail. 

The case descriptions are structured into (1) the general company and IT organization, (2) the 

organizations M&A activities, IT integration strategies, and context, and (3) the roles of the 

involved management consultants and the resulting additional benefits. Following replication 

logic for multiple case studies (Yin, 2009), the roles of consultants are evaluated against the 

predicted roles based on the context of each case. A detailed coding of the contingency factors, 

management consultant roles, and additional benefits is given in a prevalence matrix (see Table 

18 in Appendix F).  

                                                      
25

 As the contingency factors are introduced as moderators into the conceptual model, these predictions 

are of indirect nature. They are based on the assumption that management consultants will be requested to 

act in those roles that have value creation potential in the specific context or that they direct their own 

behavior in this sense.   
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Case BankCo BeerCo PumpCo SteelCo 

General information 

Business Bank Brewery Pump 

manufacturer 

Steel parts 

manufactureer 

Employees
26

 > 20,000 > 40,000 > 10,000 > 1,000 

Revenue (million US$) > 10,000 > 5,000 > 1,000 > 300 

IT integration strategy IT absorption IT renewal IT absorption / 

IT co-existance 

IT absorption 

Interviews CIO CIO, 

IT manager 

CIO, 

IS asset man. 

Merger program 

manager 

Contingency factors 

Time & budget 

restrictions 

high low low low 

Merger size & complexity high low low high 

Client experience in M&A low high high low 

Client proficiency in  

PMITI 

high low low low 

Client frequency of M&A low high high low 

Tensions between the 

organizations 

low low low ? 

Management consultant roles (predicted / identified) 

THE CONTENT DRIVER no / no yes / yes yes / yes yes / yes 

THE PROCESS DRIVER yes / yes no / no no / no yes / yes 

THE TEACHER ? / no ? / no ? / yes ? / no 

THE MEDIATOR no / no no / no no / no ? / no 

Table 11: Client cases with contingencies and management consultant roles 

 

                                                      
26

 Number of employees and revenues in 2014 
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No. Company Interviewee Langauge Type Comment 

A1 BankCo CIO English Phone Large merter of equals with 

OtherBank 

B1 BeerCo CIO Danish Live IT renewal program to 

integrate countries after series 

of acquisitions with co-

existance strategy 
B2 BeerCo IT Asset Manager Danish Live 

C1 PumpCo CIO Danish Live Serial acquirer learning from 

management consultants in 

strategic projects C2 PumpCo IS Manager Danish Live 

D1 SteelCo Merger Prorgam Manager Danish Live Merger and carve-out 

activities based on MoldingCo 

and SurfaceCo 

Table 12: Overview of client interviews
27

 

5.2.1 BankCo 

Company and IT organization 

BankCo is financial service company that has its headquarters in Europe. The organization acts 

globally and branches around the world. It had more than 20,000 employees and revenues of 

over US$ 10 billion in 2014. The bank has a long history and tradition. It engages in investment 

banking and commercial banking and serves both private and business customers (A1:14; AH; 

AA2)
28

.  

The IT organization at BankCo is set up as a “typical line organization” (A1:8) and includes 

three areas supporting investment banking, commercial banking, and corporate functions. In 

addition, it includes shared functions for infrastructure and a pool of expert employees that can 

support the different areas. Furthermore, governance functions for IT architecture, IT steering, 

and IT governance exist. BankCo’s outsourcing degree is “comparably low” (A1:14). The 

Group CIO states that this information also applies to BankCo’s pre-merger situation: 

“[…] [T]he organization we have now in place does not differentiate so much from the 

situation we had before the merger” (A1:8) 

 

                                                      
27

 The interviews B1-D1 were initially conducted by Christian Øhrgaard in his master’s thesis (2011). 

Their transcripts were re-analyzed for this thesis. 
28

 AA: annual reports, AH: company homepage, AP: press releases, AN-: news articles. For a complete 

overview of document types, see Table 19 in Appendix G. 
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M&A activity, IT integration, and contingency factors 

At one point in the last decade, BankCo acquired another major bank, OtherBank, in its home 

country with the goal of becoming one of the leading banks in the national market (A1:16; 

AN1,2,3). The deal value was reported at more than US$ 1 billion (AN4). OtherBank was not 

listed on the stock market, but acquired from another organization (A1:31, AN2,3), which 

simplified and accelerated the negotiation and execution of the takeover (A1:31f).  

The main business rationale behind the acquisition was to realize cost synergies; the goal was a 

reduction of the combined cost base by 30% (A1:16), and the integration eventually yielded cost 

synergies higher than the total cost of the M&A activity (AN23,25). Through the integration of 

both large banks, the international footprint did not change much (A1:21). Merging with 

OtherBank represented a singular and unprecedented situation for BankCo (A1:4,6; AN22). 

Both organizations had similar corporate cultures and their headquarters were geographically 

close to each other (A1:58). The Group CIO explains the M&A process as follows: 

“[…] [I]t was formally a takeover from {BankCo} of {OtherBank}, but at the end of the 

day it was more designed as a merger of equals.” (A1:4) 

For the IT integration, BankCo’s IT organization was transformed to a project-based 

organization and afterwards reverted to the described line organization (A1:8,10). Both 

organizations possessed a large number of IT systems with complex interdependencies 

(AN5,15). Therefore, the expected synergies were mainly driven by the IT integration (A1:12; 

AN22), which gave the IT organization much influence on the M&A process, but also put high 

pressure on the IT integration teams (A1:12, AN14). This pressure was reinforced by the 

complexity of the merger and strong regulatory requirements (A1:45,65; AN8), resulting in high 

time and budget pressure on the project. 

In order to cope with this pressure, the company decided to make a number of general decisions 

very early in the process (A1:32f; AN22,25,27). This included deciding to operate under one 

brand in the future (A1:23,34; AP15,23), opting for an absorption approach based on BankCo’s 

platform without further IT due diligence
29

 (A1:25,27,31f), and early-on appointment of new 

executives (A1:25,34; AP2). The reasoning behind this approach is explained by the Group 

CIO: 

“[…] [I]n phase one […] we could already say “Okay, there is room for discussions, but 

we [have] already taken some decisions beforehand , there’s no room for discussions, so 

don’t be disappointed, we will not discuss it”, […] [a]nd I think that was very important in 

phase one.” (A1:33) 

                                                      
29

 The Group CIO states that choosing BankCo’s platform applied to 99% of the cases; some more 

sophisticated systems of OtherBank were retained, but in principle a best-of-breed approach was avoided 

(A1:27). 
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The complete PMITI took three years (A1:41; AN22; AP5,9,24), followed by another one-year 

consolidation and stabilization phase (A1:41) during which the IT organization was brought 

back to its previous form and both external and internal staff was reduced (A1:41; AN21). At 

the end of the merger, BankCo was “lagging behind the market regarding innovation” (A1:79), 

but the “clean-up” (A1:42) was required before being able to implement new products, e.g. 

following the digitalization trends (A1:79,80; AP30). 

BankCo from the beginning put special emphasis on change management and communication to 

make people understand and accept decisions (A1:29; AN15,21,22,24,25). This was achieved 

by treating employees from both merging companies fair (A1:18), e.g. through a minimum 

representation quota of 30% from each company in all decisions (A1:29). Other major goals 

were risk reduction (A1:84; AN21) and achieving efficient and fast collaboration between 

branches and back-office functions (A1:24). In conjunction with the fact that the company’s 

executives had a clear vision of the target state from the beginning (A1:71), these project 

management and change management capabilities indicate that BankCo had a high proficiency 

in PMITI even though it did not have prior experience in similar M&A activities. 

The organization was able to complete the PMITI on time (A1:36; AN22) and fully deliver on 

their targets in terms of IT architecture, budget, and size of the IT organization (A1:40; AN22). 

At the actual cut-over date, customers could only perform very limited bank transactions for 

around a week (AN16,17), but all customer channels could be reopened quickly (AN22) and no 

significant business disruptions were reported (A1:84).  

Roles of management consultants and additional benefits 

A large management consulting firm was selected to support the PMITI (A1:47; AN22). The 

management consultants mainly took on a PMO role in the project (A1:44). They also had past 

experience in other integration situations and had previously worked with both firms, so they 

had a good understanding of both bank’s critical areas (A1:74f) and could help to prioritize 

topics in merger planning (A1:48). Furthermore, they “fostered decision making” (A1:71) and 

acted as “time keepers” (A1:77). Hence, they acted as process drivers. The Group CIO describes 

their contribution as follows: 

“They were […] a mixture of a sparring partner on the one hand and a PMO function on 

the other.” (A1:45) 

The management consultants did not influence the decision marking about the target state as the 

client management already had developed “a very strong and focused view” (A1:71) in that 

regard and had already begun to implement the chosen IT integration strategy with early-on 

decisions (A1:32f). Due to the effective change management of the client company and the low 

level of pre-existing tensions between the merging organizations, no mediation was required 

either (A1:58). Finally, the singularity of this event (A1:4,6; AN22) and the reversion of the IT 

organization to its initial state after the integration (A1:8) in combination with the already high 

proficiency of BankCo in PMITI explain why the management consultants did not act in a 
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teacher role. These findings are fully aligned with the predictions that can be derived from this 

study’s conceptual model based on BankCo’s context. 

Most of the value in PMITI at BankCo was created by technical consultants who “really did the 

work on the IT integration part” (A1:44; A28,29) and legal advisors (A1:44). The use of 

management consultants in execution tasks was deliberately limited because the organization 

feared to become dependent (A1:51) and it was intended that line managers should take 

responsibility early on and throughout the whole process (A1:51,53). Nevertheless, management 

consultants were utilized and could contribute to IT integration project success by ensuring that 

the project kept on track (A1:72f,76f). 

5.2.2 BeerCo 

Company and IT organization 

BeerCo is a European brewery with more than 40,000 employees and revenues of over US$ 5 

billion in 2014 (BH; BR2)
30

. The organization follows a growth-by-acquisition strategy and has 

performed over 60 acquisitions of other breweries since 1997 (BR2). In 2010, BeerCo has 

launched a new mode of operations focused on uncoupling the areas of procurement, 

production, and sales in a “glocal approach” (B1:40), thereby achieving cost synergies in 

procurement and improved capacity utilization (B1:26; B2:9,50). At the time, the company was 

organized into the three independent regions Northern and Western Europe, Eastern Europe, and 

Asia (BR1). Every country within those regions is run by a country CEO that has full 

responsibility for the performance of the country organization (top line and bottom line; B2:7; 

BR1).  

Realizing the mode of operations required changing the IT organization (B1:12; B2:9). 

Mirroring the overall organizational structure, BeerCo had run independent country IT 

departments until 2009, when one European IT organization was created (B1:40; B2:7; BR1). 

Therefore, the application portfolio exhibited a very low degree of centralization and 

standardization (B1:63; B2:46; BR1). BeerCo’s IT attends mainly to the application portfolio 

(B2:40f; BR1) and has outsourced infrastructure provisioning (B2:7,40f; BR1). This situation 

was aggravated by the fact that previous acquisitions had not been integrated into BeerCo’s IT 

landscape (B1:28), which is detailed below. 

M&A activity, IT integration and contingency factors 

The business goals of BeerCo’s growth-by-acquisition strategy are market leadership (B1:16), 

market entry (B2:6; BR2), and the realization of cost synergies based on volume growth 

(B1:24). But past acquisitions had followed a conglomerate approach (B1:28; BR1). After 

acquisitions, excellence programs focused on marketing, logistics, and production were 

                                                      
30

 Case descriptions in Øhrgaard (2011; BR1) or Henningsson & Øhrgaard (2015; BR2). For a complete 

overview of document types, see Table 19 in Appendix G. 
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conducted (B2:6; BR2). Those programs usually took between 6 and 18 months and focused on 

aligning business processes (B2:6). Nevertheless, the IT organizations remained largely 

unchanged (B1:2; B2:6,9). This co-existence approach resulted in a very low degree of 

integration with respect to business processes and IT systems (B1:10; BR1). In addition to 

inhibiting the new mode of operations, the fragmented IT landscape prevented large synergy 

potentials across subsidiaries from being realized (B1:12). The Group CIO explains: 

“The strategic rationale is about volume, you have to be important, you have to have 

market share. You always have to be the number one. […] And BeerCo was in the situation 

that they had to do something if they even wanted to come near this goal” (B1:16)
31

 

Thus, a business process integration project was initiated in 2008 (B1:2,4,5; B2:30; BR2). 

Through this project, BeerCo sought to enable the new operations model (B:24), increase 

transparency customer, market, and production data across subsidiaries (B2:22,33,52), and 

realize cost synergies (B1:12,26; B2:18) by integrating its subsidiaries on a common platform 

(B2:9; BR2).  IT integration was central to this effort (B1:16; B2:9), so an IT renewal strategy 

was adopted (cf. Henningsson & Yetton, 2015). It was planned to start by integrating the 

country IT organizations in Europe (B1:18).  

This initiative had been developed based on previous experience with the business excellence 

projects in various areas (B1:38) and it involved a large investments of an extended period 

(B1:12,14; B2:12). Moreover, the program started in the Europe region, where IT integration 

was arguably less complex than in other regions (B1:18), and it focused on the integration of 

back-office functions and not complex production (B2:48). It could also be expected that the 

company would continue its acquisition activities throughout the project and that the new 

platform would be used to integrate those organizations as well (B1:32). Lastly, the country 

organizations that were to be integrated were already part of the BeerCo Group (B1:22). The 

changes based on the integration project were supported by top executives and mostly 

undisputed (B1:40). Hence, the context of this IT integration was characterized by low time and 

budget restrictions, high client experience in M&A, relatively low merger complexity, high 

client frequency in M&A, and low tensions between the organizations.  

It is noteworthy that the high client experience in M&A did not entail a high proficiency in 

PMITI when the business process integration project was started. On the contrary, BeerCo had 

mostly not engaged in IT integration after its acquisitions (B1:2; B2:6,9). 

Roles of management consultants and additional benefits 

Management consultants supported the business process integration project in the role of 

content drivers. The IT asset manager explains that BeerCo utilized management consultants 

“such as Boston Consulting Group or McKinsey” (B2:10) for the creation of a high-level 

business case for the integration across all functions (B2:30). Their work encompassed 

                                                      
31

 Direct quotes have been translated from the Danish transcript to English language. 
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discovering the “as-is picture” (B2:10), the diagnosis of potential synergies, and the derivation 

of a recommendation to integrate the organization’s ERP systems (B2:10-12; B2:35). For this 

purpose, the consultants leveraged their knowledge of industry best practices and past 

experience with other clients, as the IT asset manager elaborates: 

“And so they take a step back and use their industry standards and metrics from other 

analyses they conducted and apply them and so they tell us at a certain point […] which 

benefits we can expect as a business.” (B2:10) 

BeerCo involved the management consultants only in this initial analysis and strategy 

development phase (B2:10;14) and only do so in large projects; for smaller endeavors, they rely 

on more technically oriented consultants (B2:12). In their work, the consultants provided advice 

on the target state, but they did not accompany the detailed planning and implementation 

process (B2:30). PMO activities and the process-driver role were taken over by in-house 

personnel (B1:51,53), which was presumably possible due to the comparably low complexity. 

As the management consultants left the firm after providing their recommendations (B1:10; 

BR1), they did not act as teachers of mediators either. As in the BankCo case, these findings are 

in line with the predictions based on the conceptual model of consultant roles. 

Based on the available data, it is not evident which additional benefits the management 

consultants created in this case. Nevertheless, the identification of synergies and the 

recommendation of how to achieve them was an important precondition for the business process 

integration program to be conducted (B2:30), so it can be assumed that their efforts had a 

positive influence on the realization of synergies and organizational efficiencies. 

Noteworthy is the fact that the management consultants did not act as teachers although BeerCo 

lacked proficiency in PMITI and were expecting to conduct further acquisitions in the future; it 

might be related to the consultants leaving the project quite early after they had given 

recommendations for the target state and will be discussed in chapter 6. 

5.2.3 PumpCo 

Company and IT organization 

PumpCo is a European pump producer that had more than 10,000 employees and revenues of 

over US$ 1 billion in 2014 (CH). It is organized as an integrated, global entity (CR1) and 

pursues a twofold growth strategy encompassing both growth-by-acquisition and organic 

growth (C1:1). 

The company’s IT organization mirrors its goal of a globally integrated entity. It is largely 

centralized (C2:46) and supports business based on a scalable SAP platform (C1:49, CR1) 

covering all core business processes such as ERP, finance, warehouse management, production 

planning, sales, CRM, and service (C1:15). Other applications are standardized as well, either in 

the form of hosted services or as in-house developments, e.g. for research and development 
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(R&D; C2:12). Server and database infrastructure is outsourced (C1:73), the remaining 

infrastructure management is streamlined throughout the company; e.g., desktop support is 

limited to only four different PC models (C1:77). Hence, PumpCo achieves a high degree of 

standardization in IT infrastructure and applications. 

Furthermore, PumpCo’s IT has strong technical capabilities in-house (CR1), especially with 

regard to SAP support (C1:49). The IT organization perceives itself as a big player within the 

organization (C1:19; C2:39), as explained by the Group CIO: 

“We are a big player and we see more and more initiatives around the topic of automation. 

IT is a big player – also when we talk about acquisitions.” (C1:19) 

M&A activity, IT integration, and contingency factors 

In the last 20 years, PumpCo has conducted over 25 horizontal acquisitions of other pump 

producers (C1:1; C2:76f; CR1,2), thereby mainly focusing on small targets with less than 100 

employees (C1:3, C2:97; CR1,2). The main business goals of these activities are gaining access 

to markets and sales channels as well as acquiring production technology (C2:1). 

Even though culture change is seen as a big issue in the integration of acquisitions 

(C1:3,11,33,41), the merger size and complexity can be considered to be low from an IT-

integration point of view; the IT organization is able to roll out the technical infrastructure 

within 2 months (C1:73). Cultural issues are addressed through communication efforts 

(C1:43,45) with a focus on making the PumpCo corporate culture clear to all subsidiaries 

(C2:67). The IT department has its own communication department (C1:45), which focuses on 

making the role of IT understandable for the other functions (C2:40). 

Regarding IT integration, the organization follows two different strategies (C2:2). On one hand, 

acquisitions that fit into PumpCo’s core business focused on producing high-quality pumps 

(C1:1; C2:2) are considered integration business and are integrated through an absorption 

strategy (C2:19); these companies are migrated to the fully standardized SAP platform and 

infrastructure (C1:20,31; C2:8f; CR2). Such an integration process would typically take around 

18 months (C1:11), but the process length varies (C2:29). The absorption approach leaves no 

choice to the acquired organization, such that potential conflicts are avoided based on the one-

sided power distribution in favor of PumpCo (C1:13). As a first step, the infrastructure would be 

integrated and standardized (C2:23), and after three months processes would start to be adapted 

to the global standard and data migrated on the global SAP platform (C1:13; C2:20f). What is 

more, additional applications would be rolled out dependent on the business goals, e.g. the R&D 

system if cooperation in this area is intended (C2:15). IT integration projects are part of the 

regular IT project portfolio, their priority is assessed based on the same criteria, and resources 

are supplemented by using technical consultants, if required (C2:53,55,59). 

On the other hand, after acquisitions of organizations that do not fit in this core business model, 

there is almost no IT integration (C1:20; C2:2,4; CR2). The business goals behind acquiring so-
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called separation business is mainly diversification, e.g. with lower-quality product lines 

(C2:2,4). Except for having access to the intranet and mail systems (C1:20,22), these companies 

remain responsible for their own IT organization (C1:24; C2:8) and do not use the PumpCo 

brand (C2:2).  

In the past, IT has not had an important role in assessing and planning acquisitions at PumpCo 

(C1:3). The IT responsible were usually not included in due diligence and awareness of IT 

requirements was generally low (C1:5). The Group CIO argues that due diligence should 

include a stronger focus on topics such as IT and HR (C1:57,61,67) and further explains the 

negative impacts of the lack of evaluation before closing acquisition deals:  

 “[…] [w]e don’t do it professionally. Not in my eyes. We do it very unprofessionally. […] 

It is firefighting, firefighting, firefighting.” (C1:39,41) 

As described, the most important challenges for PumpCo’s IT organization are not based on 

technical difficulties, but relate to the fact that IT has to identify and steer process change 

requirements (C2:93; CR1,2). The IS manager describes this situation as follows: 

“Technology, when we have already come there, we will also deliver. […] [I]t is seldom 

technical problems. It’s the organizational [part] and the [process] ownership […]” 

(C2:95) 

Thus, even though the involvement of IT seems to be increasing in such situations (C2:33), the 

organization’s proficiency in PMITI can still be considered low (C1:5f,9; C2:47). At the time of 

the case, the organization could be expected to continue its acquisition strategy within the next 

year (C1:17). 

Roles of management consultants and additional benefits 

Management consultants at PumpCo are involved in strategic IS projects with notable impact on 

the business (C1:55; CR1,2), including the design of a new IT architecture and a large global 

demand planning project, which were ongoing at the time of the case (C1:55). Due to the 

importance of those initiatives, low time and budget restrictions can be assumed. This fits well 

with the role of management consultants as content drivers working on a future target state of 

the organization. Still, organization has a culture of using consultants only when it is necessary 

(C1:35), as the Group CIO describes: 

“There is a general attitude at PumpCo, consultants ‘we have to have them once in a 

while’, but they are not generally wanted here in the organization.” (C1:35) 

Nevertheless, the IT organization would like to have more input of experienced management 

consultants (C1:35,37,51; C2:104) in order to build their own internal competences (C2:53). As 

this utilization of management consultants clearly aims at building internal resources and 

capabilities for PMITI, it can be stated that management consultants at PumpCo also contribute 

in the role of teachers (C1:51,55). PumpCo makes sure these learning effects occur by keeping 
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strategic projects in-house and supplementing them with management consultants, if required 

(C2:61). Hence, the consultants improve the organization’s long-term success by help it to build 

the required capabilities and IT platform for future M&A activities (C1:35,37). 

At the same time, the responsibility for project delivery is kept in-house by PumpCo and the 

consultants do not assume the role of a process driver (C2:59; CR1,2). Due to the one-sided 

power distribution in favor of PumpCo, no mediation is required either (C1:13). In conclusion, 

also the predictions for PumpCo derived from the conceptual model have been met. An 

interesting detail is the fact that the management consultants were active as teachers despite the 

extensive client experience in M&A; this might be related to PumpCo’s low proficiency in 

PMITI and will be discussed further in chapter 6. 

5.2.4 SteelCo 

Company and IT organization 

SteelCo is the holding organizations of MoldingCo and SurfaceCo, who have merged to a joint 

organization at a point in time during the last decade (D1:1,42; DH; DR1). The joint company 

offers steel molding, surface preparation, and aftersales services to its customers (D1.1,3,5; DH) 

and has its headquarters in Europe (DH; DR1). SteelCo had over 1,000 employees (DH) and 

revenues of more than US$ 300 million in 2014 (DA1). It mainly serves the European and 

North American markets (D1:46; DH; DR1), but also invests in new markets in Asia. In mature 

markets, the demand for aftermarket activities is particularly strong (D1:7). Due to its large 

footprint in Western markets, SteelCo also focuses on customer loyalty as an important aspect 

of aftersales business (D1:7).   

Within this holding organization, SteelCo provides a number of group functions to its 

businesses, including group IT (D1:42). SteelCo’s IT organization has less than 100 employees 

and acts as at the intersection of business and technology (D1:38; DR1). Its role is to support 

and enable business (D1:56). 

M&A activity, IT integration, and contingency factors 

At the end of a series of mergers, acquisitions, and divestments MoldingCo and SurfaceCo 

merged to form SteelCo (D1:1,3; DR1). MoldingCo focused on molding of iron and steel, while 

SurfaceCo provided surface preparation and corresponding maintenance activities (D1:1). 

Furthermore, MoldingCo had a smaller business part for surface preparation and aftersales 

(D1:3,5). 

The business models of MoldingCo’s surface preparation area and SurfaceCo overlapped to a 

large extent, but were incompatible (D1:3,12). While the surface preparation and aftermarket 

divisions were rather integrated on MoldingCo’s side, SurfaceCo strictly separated the two 

business areas up to the point that they conducted separate profit and loss calculations (D1:5). 

Moreover, SurfaceCo also served competitors’ machines, which MoldingCo did not (D1:10). 
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It was decided to integrate the surface preparation and aftersales parts of the merging companies 

and to leave the molding business as it was, resulting in a conglomerate structure within the 

SteelCo holding (D1:3,12). The merger program manager explains the strategy program: 

“[…] The program focused first […] on merging [MoldingCo’s surface preparation area] 

with [SurfaceCo] and it did not focus on [MoldingCo] at all. It was here where you should 

go in and integrate the two business models.” (D1:12). 

Due to regulatory requirements of national antitrust agencies (D1:1,14), the integration could 

not start in the first 8 months signing the merger agreement (D1:1,24). This resulted in an 

extraordinary long planning and preparation phase of 9 months (D1:14,24; DR1), so there was 

little time pressure in this project. After the long planning phase, the integration was 

implemented within one year (D1:24). 

In the first step of integration, MoldingCo’s surface preparation business was mainly migrated 

to SurfaceCo’s business processes, but production processes were preserved (D1:34; DR1). 

Based on the large differences between the business models (D1:3,5), this entailed complex 

process changes (D1:3,12). Afterwards, the second step included migrating both businesses to a 

common ERP platform (D1:36). The approach included deliberate efforts to restrict 

customization within the new platform (D1:60), again causing the need to adapt processes. 

Altogether, the SteelCo merger was not very large with regard to the number of employees 

(D1:32), but it entailed complex changes (D1:33f), resulting in overall high complexity. 

No prior merger experience involved integration efforts is reported for both organizations (DR1) 

and no further plans for conducting M&A activities are documented in the interview data. Even 

though this points at low client M&A experience and low client M&A frequency in this case, 

SteelCo feels prepared for potential future M&A situations because they have created reusable 

capabilities in change management and project management and built a scalable IT platform 

during the IT integration (D1:74f). In other words, SteelCo was able to increase its initially low 

proficiency in PMITI throughout the merger process. 

There is no information about tension between the merging organizations in the case data except 

for the fact that subsidiaries in different countries (mainly in Europe) were involved (D1:46). 

Therefore, no assumptions about such tensions are made for this case. 

Roles of management consultants and additional benefits 

SteelCo’s top management brought in management consultants (D1:52) to assist in developing 

their overall strategy program (D1:14; DR1). The consultants were part of the M&A process 

during the first 6 months (D1:35f). They identified synergies based on overall synergy targets 

that had been defined up-front (D1:15; DR1) and contributed in defining the new target 

organization. These efforts in the role of content drivers are detailed by the merger program 

manager: 
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 “So we had some consultants […] in order to establish the new strategy program. What 

kind of areas we should work with. There was [market communication]. There was 

production. There was R&D. There was sales.” (D1:14) 

The business processes in the named functions depended on IT support, so it can be assumed 

that the consulting efforts also had an influence on the IT-specific integration strategy. What is 

more, the management consultants facilitated merger planning by performing PMO and 

controlling functions (D1:30; DR1). Thus, the consultants also acted in the role of process 

drivers. Again, the roles performed are also supported by the conceptual model derived in this 

thesis.  

Through their roles as content driver and process drivers, the consultants were able to facilitate 

synergy identification and realization, thereby contribution to the direct acquisition benefits 

(D1:14f). Furthermore, it can be assumed that their project management and controlling efforts 

improved the success of the IT integration project (D1:30). Further efforts in evaluating the ERP 

systems with positive effects in risk management and business continuity in large customer 

projects are named (D1:62,66), but it is not clear whether these actions can be attributed to the 

management consultants or the services of other, technically oriented consultants. 
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6 Discussion 

This chapter synthesizes and discusses the findings derived from the qualitative study in the 

chapters 4 and 5. First, specific findings are explained and summed up to the theoretical 

contributions of this master’s thesis (section 6.1).  Second, the practical implications of these 

contributions are highlighted (section 6.2). Third, limitations of the study are discussed and 

recommendations for future research are derived (section 6.3). 

6.1 Findings and Contributions 

Mirroring the analytic approach of the previous chapters, findings are discussed with regard to 

the roles of management consultants, the contingency factors driving value creation potential, 

and more general deliberations. Subsequently, the main theoretical contributions are presented. 

Roles of management consultants 

At the beginning of this research, it was not clear which value creation mechanisms 

management consultants utilized to support PMITI. Based on the case of a global management 

consulting company, four stereotypical roles of management consultants in this context were 

derived. In addition, the required resources and capabilities as well as the potential resulting 

benefits of the roles were explained. 

Three of the four postulated roles of management consultants have been confirmed by the 

multiple case study. Only the mediator role was not included in the sample of four client cases. 

For the three present roles, the utilized resources and capabilities on consultant side were 

partially confirmed, especially with a focus on knowledge resources, such as prior experience 

and outside-in knowledge. Moreover, a set of positive effects on M&A success based on the 

consultants’ work could be attributed in every case. Even though not all R&C and additional 

benefits that were identified in the first phase could be confirmed, the conceptual model was 

confirmed as a blueprint for the relationships found: no resources, capabilities, or outcomes 

emerged from the second phase which had not been covered by the result of the first phase. 

Since the mediator role was of high prominence and importance in the M&A situations 

explicated in the consultant case, it is kept in the model; nevertheless, its validity has to be 

evaluated by future research. In conclusion, the conceptual model as depicted in Figure 6 (see 

section 4.2) is retained for further validation. 

Contingency factors 

Extending the insights about the different roles of management consultants, a series of 

contingency factors moderating the value creation potential of each role was identified in the 

first part of the study. In general, there was concordance between predictions about which roles 

had high value creation potential in the client cases and the roles the involved management 
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consultants actually enacted. The model seems to accurately depict the effects of time and 

budget restrictions, merger size and complexity, and tensions between organizations. As there 

was no variation on the latter, it was not disproved, but should be examined closely in further 

evaluation. 

Furthermore, the client experience and client frequency of M&A are very closely related and 

always exhibited identical values in the client cases. While the effects of client experience in 

M&A on the process driver role was not refuted, it did not affect the teacher role as assumed. 

High client frequency of M&A coincided with the teacher role in one of two cases, so its effect 

was found as expected in all situations but the BeerCo’s case. In addition, a contingency factor 

referring to the client proficiency in PMITI emerged from the second part of the study. It was 

not referred to in the first phase, but is in line with the work of Henningsson (2015) and can be 

conceptualized as the existence of sophisticated integration capabilities in the client 

organization. 

The complex of experience, frequency, and proficiency can be resolved by assuming that client 

experience only has an influence on the process driver role. This can be justified under the 

assumption that the procedural knowledge of PMITI can easily be gained through experience. 

Nevertheless, the analysis shows that the experience of an organization is not necessarily a good 

proxy for its proficiency in PMITI. Thus, what was referred to as the influence of client 

experience on the teacher role during the first part of the study can be re-interpreted as an 

influence of the client’s IT integration proficiency. With such an adapted conceptual model of 

the contingency factors’ influence, all cases except BeerCo can be fully explained. The updated 

view of the conceptual model on contingency factors is depicted in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Conceptual model of moderating effects of contingency factors – updated version 
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In the BeerCo case, the teacher role could have been expected due to the low proficiency of the 

client in PMITI and the high M&A frequency, but the management consultants left the firm 

after providing strategic recommendations and were not involved in building any capabilities. 

Potential reasons for this are discussed in the following. 

Further findings 

The proposed conceptual model only addressed the potential benefits that can arise in addition 

to a situation without the involvement of management consultants. It does not consider the cost 

of engaging such external aid. This fact might help to explain the additional variance in 

management consulting roles that could not be explained by the context of the M&A cases. One 

explanation for the absence of the teacher role in the BeerCo case is that the expected returns 

would not have justified the additional cost incurred by keeping the consultants in-house for an 

extended period.  A similar phenomenon occurs in the PumpCo case, where the interviewees 

report that consultants are usually only used for a limited time and that they would like to 

involve the management consultants more intensely in IT integration situations to learn from 

them but state that this is not easily possible in their organization. To put it all in a nutshell, the 

differences between the two cases despite their identical categorization might relate to different 

cost-benefit considerations in both companies. 

Consequently, the best returns from utilizing management consultants can be expected when the 

consultants can perform multiple roles simultaneously. It can therefore be inferred that large and 

complex, once-in-a-lifetime mergers provide a large potential for value creation by management 

consultants. Contrarily, experienced serial acquirers of small targets with potentially 

sophisticated integration capabilities can be assumed to profit less from the involvement of 

management consultants. 

Contributions 

First and foremost, this master’s thesis contributes to explanatory theory by developing a 

conceptual model of consultant roles in PMITI under different contingencies. This first step to 

such a theory already provides valuable insights for both researchers and practitioners. 

Second, the analysis of the case of a large management consulting company provided revelatory 

insights into how consultants utilize their resources and capabilities in their work. This detailed 

description contributes to the general understanding of how management consulting firms create 

value, both for their clients and for their own shareholders. 

Third, the insights about consultant roles contribute to a more complete understanding of the 

complex phenomenon of PMITI. As the development of outsourcing literature improved the 

knowledge about the field of information systems as a whole, generating findings about the use 

of consultants in PMITI helps to comprehend this phenomenon as a whole. 

Fourth, the provided definition of management consulting and the literature review allow for a 

more rigorous and analytical discussion of the functions and critique of management consulting. 
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A more differentiated examination of management consulting forms the basis for producing 

more complete theoretical insights and mitigating the often very controversial and political 

debates about consulting companies. 

6.2 Implications for Practice 

On one side, client firms can apply the conceptual model to assess the value creation potential 

of management consultants in their specific situation. If a subsequent weighting of costs and 

potential benefits leads to the decision to work with management consultants, the client firms 

can compare consultancies with respect to the resources and capabilities they possess in order to 

execute on the desired roles. Finally, the clients can utilize the insights to form more realistic 

expectations of the additional value that the management consultants will provide and evaluate 

their performance on this basis. Clients are also enabled to detect situations in which 

management consultants will presumably create little value and should not be involved. 

Irrespective of whether consultants are engaged or not, the conceptual model provides a basis to 

justify consulting-related decisions of client organizations on an analytical basis. 

On the other side, management consulting companies seeking to engage in PMITI projects can 

apply the model to identify potential clients based on their context and strategically build and 

develop resources and capabilities to enable specific roles. They are further enabled to reflect 

upon their roles and performance in such projects. On this basis, consultancies could potentially 

improve their marketing with regard to PMITI and thereby improve their reputation. By offering 

realistic results and being able to deliver on them with the right resources and capabilities, 

consultants might even be able to improve their overall performance and client relationships.  

Furthermore, this study’s findings also allow any interested third party to analyze and evaluate 

the use of management consultants in PMITI. As explained before, a more analytical approach 

to consultant performance evaluation and news coverage would be beneficial to the general 

perception and evaluation of both firms engaging in M&A activities and consultants supporting 

such efforts. 

6.3 Limitations and Future Research 

Limitations 

First of all, the proposed conceptual model has not been thoroughly confirmed in this study; 

rather, the multiple case study of client firms served the purpose to illustrate and contextualize 

it. This change of perspective extended the model by one contingency factor and could provide 

a starting point for its validation, but not all resources, capabilities, and outcomes could be 

confirmed and there was no positive example for the mediator role in the four analyzed cases. 

Potential explanations for this limitation include the high-confidentiality context of M&A 

activities and the secondary nature of some of the utilized interviews, which decreased the level 

of detail and extent of the collected information. With more and more detailed data about the 
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efforts of management consultants in PMITI, the multiple case study could have exhibited 

stronger confirmatory power, e.g. by attributing performance outcomes more directly to the 

consultants.  

Second, the conceptual model only makes qualitative statements about the value contribution 

potential of consultants in different roles. This limits the practical applicability of it as a tool for 

assessing the potential benefits of utilizing management consultants and evaluating their 

performance.  

Third, the validity of any analysis based on interviews is always threatened by potential biases 

in the data. This limitation was thoroughly addressed through the methodological choices in 

research design, data collection, and data analysis (see chapter 3). Nevertheless, such biases can 

always only imperfectly be mitigated and may slightly limit the validity of the results. 

Fourth, due to the nature of qualitative research (and especially case study research), the 

generalizability of its results is of analytical nature (Yin, 2009). The case study results have 

been generalized to theory, but this theory is only directly applicable in the analyzed case setting 

(Lee & Baskerville, 2003). Replication logic has been applied in the second part of the study, 

but the number of cases that could be included was limited to four. Further replications would 

help to increase the confidence in the validity of the developed theory and provide opportunities 

to refine and extend it (Eisenhardt, 1989). It is also probable that the developed roles also apply 

to more general contexts of management consulting, but this kind of generalization requires 

further investigation. 

Future Research 

Based on the described limitations, future research should focus on further confirming and 

validating the findings, deepening their level of detail, or complementing them with insights 

from about specific aspects of the phenomenon. 

A broader confirmation of the conceptual model could be achieved through further replication. 

The identified contingency factors can, theoretically, be combined in many different ways, 

yielding diverse contexts of PMITI. Through applying the conceptual model to new case studies 

or (amended) secondary data including information about the efforts of management 

consultants, it could be confirmed and extended. Also a quantitative validation of the findings, 

e.g. through a survey study including factor analysis and confirmation through structured 

equation modeling, would improve the confidence in the developed model significantly. 

In order to get an even deeper understanding of how consultants utilize their resources and 

capabilities and how their behavior in different roles emerges, a long-term participative study 

could be conducted. In this regard, the application of a strategy-as-practice perspective 

(Golsorkhi et al., 2015) could yield very interesting results. 
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Finally, different theoretical lenses could be applied to gain insights about other focus areas 

around the work of management consultants in PMITI. One promising area could be analyzing 

the contributions of management consultants from an attention-based view perspective (Yu et 

al., 2005). Another approach would entail focusing fully on the way consultants influence client 

employees and build trust through mediation and arbitration efforts (cf. Ross & LaCroix, 1996). 

Lastly, also the cooperation between management consultants and more technical consultants in 

large projects would be an interesting topic. 

To put it all in a nutshell, this master thesis has advanced the existing understanding of how 

management consultants create value in PMITI and taken a first step to develop explanatory 

theory about the phenomenon. However, there are plenty of opportunities to take the state of 

knowledge further by validating, refining, extending, and complementing these results. 
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7 Conclusion 

At the beginning of this master’s thesis, it was not clear how and even whether management 

consultants could contribute to successful PMITI. The study started by deriving a theoretical 

understanding of the area of inquiry based on a literature review of PMITI and management 

consulting. Then, through a two-sided case study design within the resource based view, a 

conceptual model was created. It describes the roles of management consultants in PMITI as 

content drivers, process drivers, teachers, and mediators. Furthermore, the model explains how 

the value creation potential of those roles is moderated by the contingency factors within the 

specific M&A situation. The model was derived from the case of a global management 

consulting firm and enriched by applying it to four independent cases of client organizations 

utilizing management consultants in PMITI. Based on these results, this master’s thesis 

contributes towards explanatory theory valuable both for academia and practice.  

So, do management consultants create value for their clients? They definitely do in PMITI and 

under the right conditions. This finding is a direct result of the developed conceptual model. 

Nevertheless, the opaque quality characteristic of management consultant work remains in place 

and it is often not possible to produce an objective assessment or even quantification of the 

value consultants produce. This insight reinforces the critical realist stance taken in the study, 

assuming that an objective value creation takes place, but that its representation in the collected 

data is imperfect and needs to be evaluated critically. What is more, management consultants by 

definition have dual value creation goals, so conflicts of interest between the goals of the 

consulting company and the goals of its clients might arise. The findings of this thesis are useful 

to address both issues: on one hand, they take a step towards an objective, context-specific 

assessment of actual value creation against the predicted value creation potential. On the other 

hand, they help to distinguish between actions that have the potential to create value for the 

client and non-value-added activities. 

Looking at the greater picture, this study contributes to the general question of how 

management consultants contribute to the resolution of strategic organizational problems. By 

achieving a more complete understanding of the impact of management consulting, this thesis 

brings us a step closer to reconciling the rivaling views about the profession. From the specific 

insights in the context of PMITI, some general conclusions can be drawn: First, trivially, there 

are situations where management consultants can create more value and situations where they 

can create less value. Second, it is possible to identify contingency factors that define those 

situations and that drive this value creation potential. 

Based on those observations, research can continue to accumulate knowledge about 

management consultants from a variety of perspectives and within different contexts. As already 

discussed in section 6.3, applying the attention-based view (Yu et al., 2005), taking a strategy-

as-practice perspective (Golsorkhi et al., 2015), or focusing on the evolution of trust in 

consultant-client relationships (cf. Ross & LaCroix, 1996) will presumably bring our 
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understanding further. Furthermore, looking at other strategic organizational problems within 

the field of information systems research promises to be valuable, e.g. in large information 

systems introductions (cf. Chen et al., 2008) or the establishment of bimodal capabilities in IT 

organizations (cf. Wynne & Florea, 2015). 

Following this path has the potential to significantly improve our understanding of the 

conditions which allow management consultants to create value. Such insights might eventually 

resolve the discussion about consultant value creation by clearly identifying the involved value 

creation mechanisms and contingencies. 
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Appendix A: Concept Matrices 

Post-merger IT integration 

 

Figure 9: Concept matrix PMITI (part 1/2) 
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Figure 10: Concept matrix PMITI (part 2/2) 
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Management consultant value creation 

 

Figure 11: Concept matrix management consulting 
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Appendix B: Coded Literature Overview 

Post-merger IT integration 

Source Research Question Resources & 

Capabilities 

Tasks & Actions Outcomes & Success 

Measures 

Context Factors 

Alaranta & 

Henningsson 

(2008) 

How companies can analyze 

and plan in order to achieve 

effective post-merger IS 

integration planning 

none Integration planning: 

decisions on desired 

synergetic effects, selection of 

IS to be integrated, integration 

schedule and architectural 

approach; proper pre-merger 

IS due diligence 

Effectiveness of planning 

(resources and time spent); fit 

between IS integration and 

business requirements 

(alignment, analysis, 

cooperation, and improvement) 

M&A goal: synergies; 

environmental 

turbulence 

Chang et al. 

(2014) 

Understand the IS integration 

strategy of two high-tech 

companies after merger and 

acquisition 

none Domains of IT integration 

(Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011); 

identification of critical 

functions, leveraging pre-

M&A know-how of both 

companies 

Business disruption, business 

strategy enablement 

Horizontal merger in 

the high-tech industry; 

cultural and 

operational differences 

Garcia-Canal 

et al. (2013) 

What are the key factors that 

determine the speed of ICT 

integration in absorptions? 

none Integration strategies in 

"absorption" business 

strategy: takeover and 

standardization; integration 

speed depending on context 

factors 

Speed of implementation;  Horizontal / intra-

industry acquisitions; 

cultural differences; 

company size 
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Henningsson 

& Yetton 

(2015) 

Develop a theoretical 

framework that captures the 

effects of post-acquisition IT 

integration on organizational 

performance and across a 

series of acquisitions in an 

acquisition program. 

Diagnosis 

capabilities, 

implementation 

capabilities 

IT integration strategies: 

absorption, co-existence, best 

of breed, renewal; IT 

integration combinations: 

extension, expansion, 

enhancement, redevelop.  

Degree of integration: full vs. 

partial 

Direct acquisition benefits: 

scale, scope, process 

improvement, transformation; 

long term effects: 

alignment/misalignment 

impacting IT competence, 

governance and flexibility. 

Time pressure 

Henningsson 

(2015) 

What are the main learning 

mechanisms for organizations 

to build knowledge for 

acquisition IS integration, and 

how do they influence the 

building of respective 

organizational knowledge? 

Routine 

implementation 

knowledge, expertise 

diagnosis knowledge; 

learning: routine 

refinement, 

superstitious learning, 

expertise building, 

sub-activity 

refinement and 

related expertise 

building.  

IT integration strategies: 

absorption, co-existence, 

renewal; IT integration 

process: Analysis, Planning, 

Implementation.  

Learning experience: routine 

based and expert knowledge; 

short term: realization of 

acquisition benefits.  

Heterogeneity of 

acquisition experience 

and deliberate 

evaluation, business 

benefits sought,  

Johnston & 

Yetton (1996) 

Develop a framework to 

analyze the integration of two 

IT divisions in a bank merger 

System integration 

skills, ability to 

analyze and jointly 

development of a 

new configuration 

(best-of-breed) 

Models of change: create a 

technical bridge (co-

existence), best of breed, 

absorption 

Synergy realization, cost 

savings 

Time pressure, rivalry 

between merging IT 

organizations ("us 

versus them"), merger 

strategy (business 

benefits sought), 

organizational and 

strategic fit 
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LeFave et al. 

(2008) 

Describe the evolution of 

Sprint Nextel’s IT, from pre-

merger activities until the 

combined company realized 

its promised IT synergies, 

with a focus on best practices 

and lessons learned 

Integration 

management office 

Best practices: program 

management office (PMO), 

application rationalization, 

insourcing, multichannel 

communications, human 

capital management 

Cost savings, improved staff 

morale, decreased shadow IT 

merger of equals, 

smaller serial 

acquisitions in 

parallel, engineering 

vs. entrepreneurial 

mindsets, fit of IT 

organizations 

(outsourcing, 

standardization) 

Leimeister et 

al. (2012) 

Describe how the in-house 

consulting of a major multi-

business company responded 

to the challenges of carving 

out a tightly integrated 

business unit that was sold to 

another company 

Standard routines for 

carve-outs 

Phases of business unit 

divestitures; best practices for 

managing carve-out projects 

and creating a divestiture-

ready IT environment  

Divestiture readiness Carve-out situation 

Mehta & 

Hirschheim 

(2007) 

(1) examine business-IS 

alignment as reflected in IS 

integration decisions in a 

merger context and  

(2) identify factors that shape 

IS integration decisions in a 

merger context 

none IS integration decisions: IS 

role, IS sourcing, IS structure; 

IS integration dimensions: 

infrastructure, applications, 

and processes (cf. Tanriverdi 

& Uysal, 2011) 

Alignment in: IS role, IS 

sourcing, IS structure;  

standardization of: 

infrastructure, applications, and 

processes 

Wall Street's synergy 

and timeframe 

expectations; acquirer-

target power 

differential; mature 

commodity industry 

(oil and gas); 

organizational culture; 

merger experience and 

reputation 
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Tanriverdi & 

Uysal (2011) 

Develop and tests the idea that 

the cross-business information 

technology integration 

(CBITI) capability of an 

acquirer creates significant 

value for shareholders of the 

acquirer in M&A 

CBITI capabilities in 

the five domains of 

IS integration (cf. 

Implementation 

capability in 

Henningsson & 

Yetton, 2015) 

Domains of IS integration: IT 

infrastructure, IT applications 

and data, IT human resource 

mgmt. practices, IT vendor 

mgmt. practices, IT strategy-

making practices (cf. Mehta & 

Hirschheim, 2007) 

IT resource consolidation and 

cost reduction; IT-based 

coordination and cross-firm 

synergy realization; 

minimization of disruptions; 

ability to comply and reduction 

of regulatory costs 

Industry relatedness of 

the target 

Tanriverdi & 

Uysal (2013) 

Theorize about the 

contingencies under which IT 

M&A integration can create 

value for shareholders of 

acquirers 

none none Increased risk and cost of 

disruption, shareholder value 

based on stock-price reaction to 

acquisition announcement 

Same-industry 

acquisitions, prior 

acquisition experience, 

track-record of 

profitable growth, 

superior IT 

capabilities, firm size, 

relative size, hostile 

offer 

Wijnhoven et 

al. (2006) 

Develop theory that may help 

merger and IT managers to 

select a proper post-merger IT 

integration strategy: What IT 

Integration Strategy fits in the 

context of post-merger 

situations? 

none Aspects of IT: information 

systems, IT infrastructure, 

policies (cf. Mehta & 

Hirschheim, 2007); IT 

integration ambition levels: 

complete, partial, marginal; IT 

integration methods: take-

over, co-existence, 

standardization, renewal 

business-IT alignment, IT 

integration success 

hospital industry, prior 

M&A experience 
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Yetton et al. 

(2013) 

What are the IT resources that 

made Danisco “ready to 

acquire” and, subsequently, 

able to deliver post-acquisition 

business benefits of scale and 

scope as part of a long-term 

growth-by-acquisition 

strategy? 

Scalable IT platform: 

redeployment, 

addition; IT 

integration 

capabilities: ability to 

differentiate between 

needs, CIO and IT 

organization 

reputation 

IT integration strategies: 

absorption, Co-existence; IT 

integration mechanisms: 

expansion, extension; IT 

integration process: 

(preparation), due diligence 

and negotiation, migration 

planning, transaction 

implementation, (post-

integration management) 

IT-based business value: scale, 

scope 

Time pressure 

Table 13: Coded literature overview of PMITI 
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Appendix C: Interview Guide for Consultant Interviews 

Version 05 – March 7, 2016 

 

Briefing and informed consent 

- The purpose of the interview is to understand how consultants create value in Post-

Merger IT Integration 

- I am interested in your professional views and experiences, your statements do not 

necessarily have to be generally valid 

- This interview follows a method called laddering, so I might ask many follow-up 

questions.  So even if my questions seem strange sometimes, I would appreciate if you 

try and answer anyway. 

- Obtain informed consent 

 The interview will be recorded, transcribed, and analyzed for my master thesis  

 All information regarding your organization, your identity, and other 

organizations and identities will be anonymized in the final thesis report 

 The master thesis will be handed in for grading at Copenhagen Business School 

(CBS), but might also be published 

- Do you have any questions before we begin? 

 

Interview questions 

1) Personal information and experience 

a. What is your current position in your organization? 

b. Could you please give a brief overview of the prior experience you have with 

the integration of information systems after mergers & acquisitions (M&A)? 

In the following, please focus on a specific case, where the post-merger IT integration went 

particularly well. 

2) Goals and success measures of Post-Merger IT Integration 

a. What were the business goals of this M&A activity?  

b. How were these business goals reflected in the integration strategy? 

c. How was the success of Post-Merger IT Integration measured? 

d. What were the most important phases and decisions in the M&A process for the 

success of Post-Merger IT Integration? 
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3) Value creation in Post-Merger IT Integration 

a. Can you describe your work in this specific M&A case? 

i. What were the most important contributions of the consultants in this 

case? 

ii. How were the consultant and client teams organized? 

iii. Which role did the consultants have when working with client 

employees and executives? 

iv. Were there important assets the consultants could use to add value 

(such as prior experience or expert knowledge)? 

v. Did industry trends, best practices or regulation affect the work? 

b. What were the challenges of consulting in this context? What could have been 

done better? 

 

4) Summary and additions 

a. Quick summary of the interview – please correct me if I got something wrong 

b. Did you feel that the interview focused “on the right questions” and the most 

pressing issues? 

c. Is there anything we did not cover or you would like to add? 

 

Debriefing 

- Thank you very much for your participation! 

- Do you have any questions about the interview or my master thesis? 
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Appendix D: Interview Guide for Client Interviews 

Version 03 – April 26, 2016 

 

Briefing and informed consent 

- The purpose of the interview is to understand how consultants create value in Post-

Merger IT Integration 

- I am interested in your professional views and experiences, your statements do not 

necessarily have to be generally valid 

- Obtain informed consent 

 The interview will be recorded, transcribed, and analyzed for my master thesis  

 All information regarding your organization, your identity, and other 

organizations and identities will be anonymized in the final thesis report 

 The master thesis will be handed in for grading at Copenhagen Business School 

(CBS), but might also be published 

- Do you have any questions before we begin? 

 

Interview questions 

1) Personal information and experience 

a. Please name your job title and describe your tasks as well as responsibilities 

within your company. 

In the following, we will focus on the specific merger between your bank and another major 

bank. 

2) Situation before the merger 

a. Could you please give a brief overview of your organization’s prior experience 

with mergers & acquisitions (M&A)? 

b. Please shortly describe the setup of your company’s IT organization before the 

M&A activity. 

c. To what extent were you and your department involved in the M&A process 

and subsequent IT integration? 

 

3) Goals and success measures of Post-Merger IT Integration 

a. What were the business goals of this M&A activity?  

b. Which IT integration strategy was chosen and how did it relate to the business 

goals? 

c. Could you briefly describe the different phases that lead from the decision to 

acquire to the integrated company? 

d. Do you consider Post-Merger IT Integration a success? How was the success of 

Post-Merger IT Integration measured? 
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4) Management consultants in Post-Merger IT Integration 

a. Where management consultants involved in the M&A process and, if so, in 

which roles and phases? 

b. Did you or your organization have prior experience in working with this 

consultant firm? 

c. Details of consultant work 

i. To what extent did the management consultants participate in strategy 

development? 

ii. To what extent did the management consultants participate in solving 

concrete problems during planning and execution of the IT integration? 

iii. To what extent did the management consultants help you to build up 

resources and capabilities to manage future M&A activities on your 

own? 

iv. To what extent did the management consultants act as an intermediary 

between the merging parties and their respective cultures? 

d. How did the consultant work influence the M&A process and success? 

e. What could have been improved? 

 

5) Summary and additions 

a. Quick summary of the interview – please correct me if I got something wrong 

b. Did you feel that the interview focused “on the right questions” and the most 

pressing issues? 

c. Is there anything we did not cover or you would like to add? 

 

Debriefing 

- Thank you very much for your participation! 

- Do you have any questions about the interview or my master thesis? 
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Appendix E: Coding Scheme 

Client-side categories Consultant-side categories 

Business goals 

Economies of scale (Synergies*) 

Economies of scope (Market power*) 

Capability improvement (Business enablement*) 

Transformation 

IT integration strategies 

Absorption 

Co-existence 

Best-of-breed 

Renewal 

Post-merger IT integration phases 

Analysis 

Planning 

Implementation 

Resources & capabilities 

Diagnosis capabilities 

Implementation capabilities 

Outcomes & success measures 

Direct acquisition benefits 

Long-term effects 

Business continuity 

IT integration project success 

Context factors 

Environmental turbulence 

Time pressure 

Size difference 

Cultural differences 

Power differences 

Fit of IT organizations 

Industry relatedness 

Relationship between organizations 

Industry context 

Company size and complexity 

Applicable M&A experience 

Frequency of M&A activities 

Knowledge & other R&C 

KM capabilities 

Knowledge resources 

Other resources 

Tasks of management consultants 

Provide requested information 

Provide solution to given problem 

Conduct diagnosis that may redefine problem 

Provide recommendations 

Assist implementation 

Build consensus & commitment 

Facilitate client learning 

Improve organization effectiveness 

Roles of management consultants in  

post-merger IT integration* 

The Content Driver* 

The Process Driver* 

The Teacher* 

The Mediator* 

 

 

 

Contingency factors for the  

roles of management consultants in  

post-merger IT integration*** 

Time and budget restrictions 

Merger size and complexity* 

Client experience in M&A 

Client proficiency in post-merger IT integration** 

Client frequency of M&A 

Tensions between the organizations* 

 

(*inductively defined in phase one) 

(**inductively defined in phase two) 

(***reconceptualization of context factors) 

Table 14: Coding categories 
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Appendix F: Prevalence Matrices 

 

Table 15: Prevalence matrix of resources and capabilities 
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Table 16: Prevalence matrix of outcomes and success measures 

 

Table 17: Prevalence matrix of context factors 
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Table 18: Prevalence matrix of the multiple case study 
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Appendix G: Overview of Secondary Data 

 

Abbreviation Document Type 

{A,B,C,D,X}-{1,2} Interview Transcript 

{A,B,C,D,X}-A-{n} Annual Report (of the case organization) 

{A,B,C,D,X}-H-{n} Company Homepage (of the case organization) 

{A,B,C,D,X}-N-{n} News Article 

{A,B,C,D,X}-P-{n} Press Release (of the case organization) 

{A,B,C,D,X}-R-{1,2} Case Description in Øhrgaard (2011; BR1,CR1,DR1) or  

Henningsson & Øhrgaard (2015; BR2,CR2) 

Table 19: Document types for triangulation 

Due to confidentiality reasons, the original transcripts and secondary data are not included in 

this thesis report. 
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Appendix H: Literature Review of Context Factors 

Due to limitations in the scope of a master’s thesis, the context factors that emerged from the 

literature review have only been described in section 2.3.4, but their derivation from extant 

literature has not been described in details. The following elaborations explain the different 

concepts found in literature and their relationships. 

External influence 

One external context factor explained by Alaranta & Henningsson (2008) is environmental 

turbulence. The authors conclude that a flexible planning approach due to incremental, 

evolutionary, or informal planning might be favorable in such situations. 

Closely related to the external environment of an acquisition is its time budget. When time 

pressure plays an important role in PMITI, decision makers might tend to focus on realizing 

short-term acquisition benefits by implementing ad-hoc solutions, thereby impairing the 

realization of long-term benefits (Henningsson & Yetton, 2015). This might encompass 

important IT resources not being integrated and later on having to be rebuilt (Yetton et al., 

2013). 

Similarities, differences, and relationship 

The difference in size of the involved organizations is a context factor proposed by Tanriverdi 

& Uysal (2013). The authors explain that in acquisition situations, increasing size of the target 

(and therefore decreasing size differences under the assumption that the bigger company buys 

the smaller one) brings additional opportunities to exploit synergies, but at the same time 

increases the challenges of PMITI. Generalizing this insight to generic M&A situations, 

increasing difference in size between the involved organizations can be assumed to lead to 

higher synergy potential, but also higher demands regarding PMITI. 

Differences in organizational culture are pointed out as an important factor by Chang et al. 

(2014). They show that such disparities in culture and routine operations can lead to resistance 

and challenge the implementation of the IT integration, thereby negatively impacting M&A 

success and increasing the risk of business disruptions. Furthermore, Garcia-Canal et al. (2013) 

show that cultural differences can slow down the integration process. 

At the same time, the involved parties in an M&A activity can also differ with regard to their 

power to influence decisions in the process. Mehta & Hirschheim (2007) identify power 

differences as an important contextual factor influencing “managers thinking about what [is] 

logical and illogical” (p. 165), thereby ex ante imposing or precluding specific possibilities in 

defining and achieving the target state. 

Furthermore, the relative disparity of IT resources and capabilities in the involved organizations 

has an influence on the PMITI. If IT resources and capabilities are complementary and/or 
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compatible, integration is likely to be more seamless (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2013; Johnston & 

Yetton, 1996). The similarity of two companies’ IT organizations is conceptualized by Johnston 

& Yetton (1996), who apply the concept of organizational fit to PMITI. Fit is hereby defined in 

terms of similarity of IT strategies, compatibility of IT systems, and similarity in project 

management style and staffing policies. But the information systems in both companies can also 

be very dissimilar, e.g. because one party has clearly superior applications (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 

2013). In this case, the integration decisions can be biased towards an indiscriminate absorption 

strategy of “ripping and replacing weaker IT resources” (p. 1). As a result, the organization 

losing support of its IT systems might experience disruptions in their operations.  

The industry relatedness of the involved organizations is another context factor shaping the 

specific merger situation. Some authors report that their experiences in the context of a 

horizontal (within-industry) mergers (Chang et al., 2014; Garcia-Canal, 2013), while others 

describe situations of vertical (across-industry) M&A activities (cf. Grant, 2010).  Tanriverdi & 

Uysal (2011) expect CBITI capabilities to deliver more value in unrelated, cross-industry M&A 

activities as they assume that integration is more complex and difficult in such situations. 

Successful PMITI requires cooperation of the involved parties. If the relationship between the 

organizations has been worsened ex ante, e.g. because of a hostile offer by an acquiring 

company trying to gain control over another company, this is “likely to reduce the willingness 

of the target to cooperate” (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2013). Such issues presumably have a negative 

impact on integration success. Another reason for a damaged relationship between the merging 

parties can be rivalry between both companies’ IT departments, e.g. in a best-of-breed situation. 

This is described by Johnston & Yetton (1996) as emerging “us versus them attitudes and 

behaviors” (p. 199) and can have negative consequences including efficiency losses and 

increased attrition rates. 

Individual characteristics 

Also, the specific industry context where a merger takes place, e.g. the high-tech industry 

(Chang et al., 2014) or the hospital industry (Wijnhoven et al., 2006), and its specific industry 

characteristics influence PMITI. In a high-tech context, high IT intensity and operating margins 

might allow for a more seamless integration and the potential to realize more challenging 

integration strategies incorporating best-of-breed solutions or industry trends (Chang et al., 

2014). This argument is supported by Mehta & Hirschheim (2007), who show the low value 

proposition of having a particularly advanced IS applications and infrastructure portfolio in a 

“mature commodity industry like oil and gas” (p. 161). In the hospital case, business continuity 

and the location of operations are of particularly high importance (cf. Wijnhoven et al., 2006), 

potentially leading to limitations in the possible degree of integration. As such characteristics 

vary greatly across industries, the implications of this context factor have to be evaluated for 

every individual case. Therefore, the industry context is categorized as an individual 

characteristic of the merging organizations. 
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Another important influence factor in PMITI is the size and complexity of each of the 

companies that are to be integrated. IT complexity can be assumed to increase with size, thus 

impeding a complete overview of the integration activities, increasing the required coordination 

efforts, and prolonging the integration project (Garcia-Canal et al., 2013). What is more, firm 

size has been identified as “a source of managerial hubris and overconfidence” (Tanriverdi & 

Uysal, 2013, p. 7) which can negatively impact the efforts spent during the analysis and 

planning phases, leading to underestimated cost and time requirements and overestimated scope 

realization potentials. As a consequence, all levels of success can be negatively impacted.  

In addition, successfully conducting PMITI is facilitated by suitable M&A experience. In other 

words, decision makers need to be able to rely on diagnosis and implementation capabilities that 

have been developed based on either similar experiences or a range of heterogeneous 

experiences (see learning process in section 2.3.2; Henningsson, 2015; Tanriverdi & Uysal, 

2013). When facing novel tasks and challenges in different M&A situations, companies that 

have made such valuable learning are likely to achieve superior performance compared to their 

unexperienced competitors (Henningsson, 2015). Hence, the existence of applicable M&A 

experience in a specific situation is based on the past and can be regarded a context factor. 

Assuming that fruitful experience leads to the development of integration resources and 

capabilities, the possession of applicable experience is similar to achieving “readiness to 

acquire” as explained by Yetton et al. (2013). 

Contexts differ also greatly with regard to the frequency with which M&A activities take place. 

On one side of the continuum, there are once-in-a-lifetime events, such as big mergers of equals 

(LeFave et al., 2008). On the other side, there are serial acquirers who perform at least two 

acquisitions every 3 years, e.g. with the goal of getting access to advanced technologies and 

capabilities (Henningsson, 2015; Henningsson & Yetton, 2015; LeFave et al., 2008). It can be 

assumed that serial acquirers have to put more emphasis on improving their integration 

capabilities and achieving alignment during PMITI, while the parties in once-in-a-lifetime 

merger might prioritize business continuity, process success, and direct acquisition benefits and 

take care of potential misalignments or long-term issues after the M&A activity. 

Finally, the business benefits sought from an acquisition are considered a context factor in some 

studies (Henningsson, 2015; Alaranta & Henningsson, 2008). This categorization is certainly 

valid, but as the desired benefits are identified by decision makers during the analysis phase of 

the PMITI (Henningsson, 2015), they will be considered to be endogenous rather than 

exogenous in this study and are excluded from the list of context factors. 

 

 


